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Mr. Peter Pollak, EPD/CE 

St van Silbiger, EAPNA 

Requested Comments for a Research Proposal for a 
Review of Common Grazing and Nomadic Herding -
Theory, Methodology and Data Collection for 
Introducing Change 

October 27, 1977 

1. With regard to your request for connnent on the above subject, 
I found it difficult as: 

--the description of the attached research proposal is 
much too general and adding nothing new to the 
already known (e.g. the FAO paper "The Improvement 
of Nomadic and Transhumance Animal Production 
Systems" - 1974); 

--no table of contents is proposed which would, at least, 
indicate what would be the study's scop , and method of 
approach; and 

--it is unclear what is the goal of the study - theoretical, 
practical, vade mecum type book of reference, etc. 

2. Notwithstanding, I will try to co ent on the paper in 
general; however, I have to limit my observations to my experience gained 
from this subj ct in two East African countries -- Somalia and the Sudan. 

The Social Importance of Cattle in Nomadic Societies 

3. It is now fully accepted that a failure to take into account 
the social dimension of cattle-keeping in nomadic societies has ot only 
frustrated many attempts to modernizing and improving livestock production 
but has actually exacerbated a situation of environmental d struction, in 
particular on t he rangelands. Unfortunately many studies of pastoral 
societies by anthropologists tended to focus disproportionat ly upon the 
social role of cattle, thus negl cting the other - and sometimes more 
basic - production/economic functions of the herds. This one-sided 
preoccupation engendered a number of generalizations which have per
sisted over the years. These generalizations generally center on the 
pastoralist's supposed neconomic perverseneas", "resistance to change", 
"bad range and herd management", "irresponsibility11

, "primitiveness", 
and "failure to appreciate th benefits of modernization". These views 
are misl ading and it is becoming evid nt that (1) there is a remarkable 
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variation in the social role of cattle from society to society stressing 
the need for adequate social research in situ as part of the planning 
process; (11) that pastoralists are often far more innovative than 
their settled neighbors and are far less conservative than is supposed; 
(111) livestock frequently perform more than one rol in a society so 
that the "numbers" syndrome may well relate to the concept of a basic 
"survival" herd rE!lated to years of extr eme hardship. 

4. Experience has proven that economic functions of livestock 
in nomadic soci-.eties should be fully considered; but simultaneously, 
not ignoring th ir social importance, it is unfortunate that many obsolete 
but ingrained views change slowly in that regard, relating to the nomads 
and nomadic livestock herding which make mode~ization efforts difficult, 
and compounding this difficulty is the fact that usually only a small 
amount of research is done dealing with social dynamic$ of nomadism. 
Often, also, anthropological research is descriptive and static and 
unsuited to the dynamic needs of planning/implementing development. 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Nomadism 

5. Nomadism is a specific well adjusted system of animal hus-
bandry with a long tradition in the semi arid regions and which uses the 
species of animals most suited to these regions. In the more arid regions 
camels are kept and in the less arid regions camels together with cattl, 
sheep or goats of types suited to the environment are herded together. 
As these different species have different grazing habits they do not 
compete with each other and consequently make good use of the available 
vegetation. 

6. Nomadism is essentially a rational system of conservation of 
grazing at permanent water sources and the utilization of pastures during 
the rains in areas where water is only available seasonally and which are 
uninhabitable for most of the year. This classical pattern is most 
clearly sen in the more arid regions where camels are kept but, especially 
with cattle, movements may also be caused by heavy rains and biting flies 
(tanbanids and in some regions tsetse flies) in the dry season grazing 
region, which force the herds to move to areas of lighter rainfall. 
C ttle nomads inhabiting zones of heavier rainfall encroach to a greater 
extent than desert nomads on settled reas and er at, th reby, problems. 

7. A clear case can be made for nomadism as a system which has 
survived, which utilizes land otherwise unusable, and which has not 
inflicted considerable damage on the environment. It can be argued that 
the system is good for the animals and conserves the pastures but, by 
modern standards, it must be admitted that the life of th nomad might 
be considered to be socially unacceptable; schools, hospitals and 
modern amenities being conspicuous by their absence. 

8. Factors which hav created probl ms in nomadic areas 
include the success of veterinarians in controlling epid mic diseases. 
This has resulted in a greatly increased animal population, and the 
provision of ill-considered water supplies which almost invariably lead 
to uncontrolled settlement by people and the inevitable destruction of 
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the environment by cultivation and overgrazing. It should be noted that tribal 
eadership which is sometimes blamed for many of the ills can be an essential 
omponent in effective nomadism, and should be fully utilized and acknowledged. 

9. The noJUd conaidera that u cattle coat bia othin to keep, 
he would be foolish to sell them before they weT ture. Thia results 
1D. cattle ually not bei.Qg sold before five y ars of age and, in th 
Sudan, for instance, it is eatiU1ated that of the total number of cattle 
owned by nomads only 5% to 7% aTe sold annually. Th queatio of ••• 
"wbat the nomad could or should do with additional money if he would 
sell mor or younger cattle which he should and could" ••• should also 
be thoroughly explored. Thia also raiaea the question of creating larger 
"demand" for which the nomads would need additio al money, and how to 
create a reliable hedge again t inflation by inducing the nomads to 
sell more livestock and saw ey instead of kaep1ng live animals which 
auto · tically appreciate 1n value. Nevertheless, incr ased offtake 
is eaaential if the environment is to be preserved.._ however so times 
reluctant are governments to taking &DY meaningful action; th usual 
response being attempts to settle nomad and the :tmpoa!tlon of a policy of 
improvirlg the breed to get more production from fewer animals, without 
meaningful imp:rov t of foddeT availability. 

10. feedlot syst baaed o the idea that nomads or trans-
humant pastoralists have plenty of cattle and that a rational policy 
is to fatten thoae that are sold hold• certaia pro iae; but the prices 
of cere.ala and other concentrates in muy r giona is too high for it to 
b an economic proPQsition at preset. The s e can be the situation 
with irrigated fodder productioa. N verth lees, it. is basically part of 
the answ r to increased beef production fr 110 die cattle. 

Specific C nts on th Proposed Work 

11. Related to the attached p per I have the following specific 
co ts: 

(a) page 1, beside "common prop rty rang•lan.d0
, the individual 

ownership of cattl oaade should be mentioned. These 
two b ic features are relevant problems to introduting 
more adequat nomadic livestock production systems in 
relation to the carrying capacity of the range; 

(b) page 2, herders are not always the "poore -t of the poorn. 
A closer look would show that (1) there is a big variety 
of 'veal.th'-' and "poverty" between nomadic. herders; 
and (2) usually 11111&11 subsistence ort nted crop producers 
.are poorer aud more vulnerable to climatic conditions 
thaA a larg proportion of the nomadic livestock herders; 

' 
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(e.) page 3, in r :vie,wing all available literature with 
par"tieular attention to the Sahel zone of w. Africa 
and of 11reneh language documentation, the extensive 
English and also German language oe n.tation if 
posaible, should b-e coll8idered. 

cc: Messrs. IC. Meyn 
P. Sibm 
D. Sutherland 

E. A. Fil a: Desertification/Nomadiem 



Univers:i.ty of Minnesota 

Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics 

A Review of Commo n Crc1zing and Nomadic Herding : 
Theory, Methoclology and.Data Collection for Inducing Change 

, . 
... 

Principnl InvestiBn tor: 
Malcolm ·J. Purvi s , As sociate Professor 

Submitted: August 19, 1977 

Duration: September 1, 1977 to August 31, 1978 

Signed: 
W. B. Sundquist, licad 
Departmcnf . of Agricultural and Applied Economics 

Malcolm J . Purvio, Associate Professor 
I 

This Proposal has not been submitted to any other sponsor. 
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Relevance of Proposed lfork -to A.I.D. 

'IhrouGhout large areas of Africa the principal method of humnn 

exploitation of the environment is through nomadic and transhumant livestock 

grazing. These environments are ecologically fragile and many have been 

subjected to severe degradation as a result of increasing human and animal 

populations and climatic stress (drought). These resources are nor~3lly 
.. 

exploited in various forms of common property rangeland which creates 

··particular pro?lems for their improvement, development or even the stabilization 

. of a f ·undamental resource on which signific_ant numbers of human liv~s 

depend. A.I.D. is already involved, particularly in Sahelian West Africa, 

in a number of programs to maintain and improve conunon property rang~land .. ' 
and its economic production. Although the theory or common property has 

· 'been e:>..-plored in Western Economic literature there has been· little 

coordinated attempt to understand the~nature of the complex problems 

· involved in inducing change in the African utilizat;lon and management 'of 

common property rangeland or even more-pragmatically in defining minimum 

data needs for such activities and methods of their collection. A number . 
of projects have been carried out in this area by A.I~D. and other 

agencies--almost all of them apparently unsuccessful or of very limited 

-application or extendability. 

·If significant improvements in African rangeland productivity arc to 

be realized, generalizable low cost (per unit area for livestock unit) 
~ •' 

development methods have to be found. Many of the problems are socio

economic rather than technical (e.g. reasons for overgrazing and wealth 

accumulation in cattle). It is widely recognized that unless effective 

solutions to this widespread problem are found further ecological 

\ 
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deterioration and consequent disruption of development objectives of · 

large areas of Africa will occur. The consequences of such continued 

degradation for welfare of herders (usually the poorest of the rural 

poor), for rural-urban migration, nutritional and health status of 

children and even for political stability are among the more obvious • 

. An improved understanding of the conunon rangeland/nomadic herding 

· problem and of alternatives for inducing change is a fundamental require-
. 

ment for pro8ram and policy development in this area. 

An equally severe problem is that of data collectionJ.n areas of 

nomadic herding. Evaluating animal numbers; herding practicess marketing 
' , 

arrangements, . relationships in time and space to forrage and water supplies 

and social economic relations to other herding or . sedentary groups are 

indispensable. However, quantification of exis ·: ing_ situations, let alone 

of measurement of program impacts, are extraordinarly difficult. 

Information based ~n hiah technology approaches (e .g. satellite imagery) 

all the way do~m to village level and anthropological.micro studies have _ 

been suggested. There is a need for more careful definition of minimal 

information requirements and optimal and feasible methods of data 

collection. 

· This lack of an appraisal of historical experience, of appropriate 

methodology and o~ information collection ~ystems deprives decision 

markers of a basis for evaluating alternative development policies 

program and projects. Without such a basis livestock development -

programs will continue to be stabbing in the dark with limited probability 

of success. 

\ 
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Scientific Aspect of Proposed Work 

The objectives of this proposal are to carr:y out a review of: 

1) Economic literature on common property rangeland utilization by 

nomadic/transhumant herding. 

2) Schemes that have been carried out, successfully or unsuccessfully, 

for improvement of nomadic/transhumant herding. 

· 3) Information needs and methods of collection for assessing current 

practices ·a~d potentials and impacts of development programs and projects. 

Such a review is an essential fir st step in better formulating a definition 

of th:1.s complex problem and will provide a background for developing a 

more precise research agenda for its solution. Th:f.s. proposal does not 

include provision for field work or involvement of African counterparts. 

However, it is intended that this "pre research" activity will form the

basis for the design of a research activity which would have such components. 

This work would be initiated on September 1, 1977 and would be carried 
~ 

on for 12 months. A f i nal report will be written at the end of the proj ect 

which will 1) report the findings of the review detailed above 2) make 

specific recommendations for the development of minimal needed new fie ld 

_research necessary as a basis for developing successful development programs 

fo~ improvement of design of projects aimed at assisting transhumant 

herding. 
# ·~· 

Facilities and.Resources 

This work will be carried out in St. Paul, Minnesota. However, particular 

effort will be made to review all available literature relevant to the 
\ 

·subject ·with particular attention to the Sahel zone of W. Africa and of 

\ . 

, ' 
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French language documentation.· Important library collections exist at 
{ 

' 
.other U.S. universities and these resources will be fully explored 

I) 
(University of Michigan, MIT, etc.). 

The qualifications of the principal researcher are deta:tle<l in 

Appendix 1. Malcolm Purvis ' has worked extensively in Africa and recently 

returned from leading a sector assessment TOR team in Mauritania--an 

economy which is predominantly a· herding/nomadic one. 

Budget 

The budget for this project is $20,500 details are sho{-m in Table. 1. 

. ' , 
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Table 1: DETAILS OF PROJECT nuDGET 

1. Salaries 

Project leader (2 working months) 
Research Assistant (12 working months) 

.. 
2. Overhead (50%) 

.-3 •. U.S. Travel 

2 trips to Michigan, MIT, etc. 
1 trip to Washington, D.C. 
T.axi, hotel : meals 

4. Other Direct Costs 

Duplicating, photocopying, typing, 
bibliographic work, supplies 

./ ' 

.... 

. . \ ,. 

# •' 

\ 
I 

I 

$5,000 
7,500 

$740 
190 
300 

Total 

··". · .. 

. , 

$12 ,500 

6,250 

1,230 

20 

: :$20,500 

'. ·., 



Those listed below 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Panel to Review Researcp ProEOS 1 

April 21, 1977 

\ 

1. A panel consisting of Messrs. R. Picciotto 
(Chairman), M. Ahluwalia, G. Baldwin, G. Donald son, and 
A.ter Weele has been established to review th ttached 
res arch proposal on Thursday, tay 5 at 10 a.m. in 
Room A730. 

ProEoBal 

Socio-Economic Aspects of Household 
Behavior in Rural Botswana 

Staff 
Responsible 

D. Chernichovsky 

2. As is customary, the panel should seek answers 
to questions lik (a) Ar the is ues rai d by the proposed 
research of int rest to the Banl ? and Cb) Is th study so 
designed as to deal meaningfully with these issues? To 
aid in con idering these qu stions, so e informal guide
lines for review panels, together with more recent guide
lines for preparation and submission of rosearch proposals, 
are attached. 

3. Th recommendations of th panel should be sent 
to me by Tuesday, May 10. 

Attachments 

Distribution: Messrs. icciotto, Ahluwalia, Baldwin, 
Donaldson, ter W ele 

cc : Ms rs. B. B. King, Avra ovic, Stoutjeadijk, T. King, 
Ch rnichovsky 

OFGrimes: 



Mr. P. Goffin, Asst . Director, LCP 

P, Z. Kirpich, Division Chief, LCPA4 

Agriculture and Rural Development: 

April 4, 1977 

Research Projects undertaken by Bank Staff 

1. Reference Mr. Quijano's memorandum of March 28 and your covering 
note of ~,arch 30. 

2 . The project list contains four studies dealing with countries in 
this Division : 

a) Agriculture Sector - Mexico (Project 670-16), executed by DRC and 
basically completed some time ago. This is the study that produced 
the CHAC model, and it dates from before the reorganization of the 
Bank. 

b) Land Reform in Latin An rica (Project 670-80). It includes Mexico 
and Peru, and appears to have been completed in 1976. We were not 
consulted nor had any information about this study . 

c) Country Case Studies of Agriculture Prices and Subsidies (Project 
671-42). Mexico is included. We were informed of this study 
(Memorandum of Mr. Dutt to Mr. Egbert of January 14 , 1977, copied 
to me). The study, conducted by a consultant (Professor Yakir 
Plessner, of the Hebrew University), is underway. The main purposes 
of the study are to trace the impact of agricultural tax, price and 
subsidy policies on production, level of technology, employment, and 
income distribution; and to calculate the country's comparative 
advantage in different crops, using the CHAC general equilibrium 
model for the agricultural sector. It was initially envisaged to 
use an updated (1975-76) version of the model carried out in Mexico. 
This has not been possible, however, and the 1968 version is being 
used. Mr. Plessner did his research in Washington and returned to 
Israel to write his report, which should be available when our 
economic/sector mission returns from Mexico. Mr. Plessner's results 
should provide valuable insights into past policies and developments, 
although their relevance for current problems and policy recommenda
tions is questionable since the model is presumably obsolete. 

d) Consequence of Risk for Agric~lture Policy (Project 671-43). Mexico 
is included. We were neither consulted nor informed about this 
study, which appears to just be getting underway. Mr. Ballesteros 
will follow-up on this. 

allesteros:fk 

Division Files 
M-0 .41 
P-0.41 
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, r. T d J. Davis , AGP 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

February 11, 1977 

I nderstand that you will be a Bank repr sentative 
at the forthcoming me ting in Geneva of th ILO ta k force on 
rural develop. nt. During the meeti g there ay w 11 be 
question about the derivation of th e~tima~ s of pov rty
related re e rch urnished to r. Dtnkel with Leif Christof
fer n' lett-r of February • The rel tion of thee esti
.at s to th exp nditure figures preoent din the Bank 
research report (January 13, 1977), ·or xample, is ar 
fro obvious. It ight there-fore be necessary tor -em:pha
siz that thee t· ts provided re highly rer onal to the 
author1 that al rge mea ure of arbitr rine attach s to 
any such t of numbers, and that thy should not be vi wed 
a c rrying any sort of official designation. 

Cleared with an .. cc: Mr. B. B. King 

OFGrimes:~ 

cc: Messr. Chri toff rs n, Leiserson, 
Abr h 



MaJl7 thanka for your letter of Janua17 261 1977 and tor th 
ttached Abstract nA r.L.rst Int rpretation of at .African iddening J.!!. 

Computer-Assist d .A.nal.711is o:t 3 lAlndaat Ta en. I think you re :t1nitel.7J 
on the l"ight track in the tud7 of swidden agriculture nd it woul.d b 
exc llent; it IA were to ttolude such in the~ trainirlg ef'.tort • 'lhe 
fact that 1001" rev1 w nd ininp recognis th lue of doin inter-
pret tion ·not onl.7 trom CX::T' but aJ.so frOII aircraft and doing it on a 
t r 1 baeie leada • to lir,e that uae1'ul intomation oan b deriTed 
but research effort in the field an saential. It 1a 1111.lOh ea ier to tudy 
wheat or eTeJl pacid¥ produot1on nd o:paot aolid results than to becoM 
inYolwd in niddeJl agriculture. 



WORLD BANK/ INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Files DATE: January lh, 1977 

FROM: S .A. Draper 

SUBJECT: FORESTRY - Possible Research Activities 
-- --Imp:t:oving Wood/Energy C~~io~JE_ Dom~stic Use 

David Dapice has pointed out an error i n the arithmetic in 
calculating the potential savings indicated in my memo of January 10. 
These should be double the magnitudes shown. A new page 2 to the memo 
is attached which sets out the coITected figures. 

SADraper:jd 

Attachment 

cc. Messrs. J. Spears 
c. Keil 
N. Brouard 
H. Wagner 
A. Ewing 
D. Dapice 

-
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Then: 

(1) (1400 mi]lion x 0.8 x 5) - (280 million x 10) 

5600 m. - 2800 m. = $2,800 million/year 

(2) (J-400 million x 0.8 x 7) (280 mill.ion x 10) 

7840 m. 2800 m. = $5,040 million/year 

(3) (1400 million x 0.8 x 9) (280 mil]ion x 10) 

10,080 m. 2800 m. = $7,280 miJlion/year 

labor Savin@ 

Assume: 
3 

4 Man Days/m for fellin g, splitting and carting wood. 

Assume: 

Then : 

3.0 Man Days/stove/year for stove manui'acture/maintenance 

J.400 million x O. 8 x 4 = 4,480 million Man Days 

Less, labor for stove 
manui'acture , 280 million x 3,0 = 840 million Man D~ 

3,040 ti II II 

at 250 Man Days/year = _12 II Man Years/Year 

availab)e for other productive work. 

land Savin~ 

Assume: 
3 

2 m /ha./year fuelwood growth (1) 
3 

Then 

3 m /ha./year fuelwood growth (2) 
3 

4 m /ha./year fuelwood growth (3) 

(1) 1400 million X 0.8 = 560 million hectares 
2 

(2) ] 400 million X 0, 8 = 336 million hectares 
3 

(3) 1400 mi1] ion X 0.8 = 280 million hectares 
4 

available for other forestry or other agro-forestry activities. 

SADraper:jd 

cc. Messrs. J. Spears 
c. Keil 
N. Brouard 
H. Wagner 
A. Ewing 
D. Dapice 

• 



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTLl"/N ATIONI\L BAN K FOR 
ASSO CIATION RECONSTRU CTION AND DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL r !NANCE 

COR PORATION 

O FFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: FiJes DATE: January lo, 1977 

F ROM: S .A . Draper 

S U BJECT: E_QRESTRY - Possible Re s earch Activities 

Improving Wood/Energy ConV'ersion in Domestic Use 

J. FAO estimates ( see Mike Arnold's draft of April 4, 1976) i ndicate 
some 1,400 million m3/year of . fuel.wood is used in domestic consumpt i on , 
about 80% of which is consumed in developing countries. In ageregat e , 
supplies are insufficient to meet demand, with t he re sul t that l a r g s cal e 
depl etion of growing stocks is taking pl ace and the use of agricuJ turaJ 
residues and animal manure as wood substitutes i s widespread. T'nis deficiency 
ha s directed attention to the supply side and as a consequence, a number of 
projects and programs are under implementation for increasing supply irhkh 
incorporate research into deveJoping fast gro"~ng species . Thus a sys t ematic 
approach is being developed f or this aspect of the problem. 

2. However, the possibility of introducing improved techniques in using 
domestic fuelwood, which could be equally important in its total effects on 
t he overa.ll situation arising from fuel.wood shortage, does not appear to be 
receiving explicit attention. This memo is a preJ iminar y attempt to qu antif y 
possible bene.fits from research into this aspect. 

3. In arriving at their estimates of total consumption li".A.O imp] ic:Ltly 
use present wood-burnin G practices. These use abou t 6% of t he poten t ial heat 
energy of the fuelwood. This, lo,·r utilization in developing countries c ompa r e s 
with an expected 50 to 60% efficiency in ":rood-burning domestic stoves in the 
U~SoAo (see Univ. of Vermont Paper 1976 ) and in Europe, sophisticated stoves 
are being ma.rketed which cla im even highe r e f fi c i ency levels . The FAO report 
(pa ge 13) also quotes trials in Indonesia which with s imple imp r ovement s i n 
stove design , predryi.ng firewood before use and using a cookin g pot specially 
designed for the stove, increased efficiency from 6% to over 60%. 

4. On the basis of these rough data, the poten tial savings whi ch c ould 
be obtaine d from resear ch into improving domest-ic wood using sys t ems .• jJl money 
terms , in labo r and in l and, could be of the folJ.ow·lng orders of magnitude .. 

Cash Saving s. 

Assume : Pres ent efficiency 
Pos sible efficiency after research and 
Va.Jue of wood 

10% 
deveJopment 50% 

3 US$5/ m
3 US$ 7/Ht. 

US$9/m3 

(]) 
(2 ) 
(3 ) 

Cos t of wood s tove, i nc Juding ma:ini.,enanc e US$10/ year 

280 million 

I 

l 
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Then; 

(1) (1400 million x 0.4 x 5) 

2800 m. 

· (2) (:U.00 million x 0.4 x 7) 

3920 m. 

(3) (1400 million x 0.4 x 9) 

540 m. 

(280 mil.lion x 10) 

- 2800 m. 

(280 million x 10) 

2800 m. 

( 280 million x 10) 

- 2800m. 

= $ 0 million 

= $ 1,)20 million 

.. . . = $ 2,240 million 

labor Sa~ 
3 

Assume:~ 4 Man Days/m for feJJ.ing, splitting and carting wood. \t . 
~ 3.0 Man Days/stove/ year for stove manufac ture/maintenance 

~00 million x 0.4 x 4 = 2240 million Man Days 

Less, labor for stove 
manufac ture, 280 million x 3.0 = 

at 250 Man Days/year = 

available for other productiv e work .· 

3 

840 million Mcl;;D Days 
1,400 "· " " 

6 " Man Years 

Assume: 2 m /ha./year fue] wood growth (1) 
3 

Then 

J m /ha. / year fuelwood growth ( 2 ) 
3 

4 m /ha. / year .f'uelwood growth (3) 

(1) ;Ll.iOO million x 0.4 = 280 million hectares 
2 

(2) 1400 million x 0.4 = 168 mil l ion hectares 
3 

(3) J 400 miJ lion x O.h = J l+O mil] ion hectares 
+ 

SADrap"!r : jd 

cc. Me:::;srs. J . Spears 
c. Keil 
N. Brouard 
H. Wa gner 
A. }<;wing 
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Mee~rs. Keil a11d 

Developing Forestry Energy Resources Mitre Study 

1 • The l-1etrak Di-vision .cf the Mitre Corporation (\·!estga te Research 
Park, 11cLean) is nearing completion of a study, commissioned by lglergy Research 
and Development Administration at a cost of US$Oo5 million, of the possible deve
lonment of forest plantations for bio-mass production as an energy resource in 
th~ U.S.A 0 The study, which is scheduled for distr:i-bution in l<'ebruary, 1')((, 

.j,s exnected to nrovide ERDA with a base document for · evaluating the desirability 
of pr~eeding with further in-depth feasibility studies in specific locations 
in the U.S.A. 

-'~ -. l'i:Ltre is a nrivate. non-profit earning. corporation funded mainly by 
"Federal Government co~tracts; but ~th some contracts directly with individual 
States within the U.SoA. and foreign governments. Its function is to address 
research and development activities which are not being adequately dealt with 
by the -private sector or by other institutions. It employs about 2,000 staff, 
about 1,200 of whom are engaged on military work. The main activitie.l3 being 

-pursued by the renai...rling staf -:i..nclnde civil aviation air traffic control: 
systems development for gTound transportation, medical serv"ices; and other 
publi~ service~; envircn.~ental protection, and, energy resources. The Energy 

-Resources Division employs some 55 technicians and has sections concentrating 
on fossil fuels, electricity, and other energy technology; the latter covers 
wind, solar, oceanic and bio-mass. 

3. On December 21, we r>..ad discussions with Dr. R.S. Greeley, Director, 
and i"iessrs. Hartin :H. Scholl. Robert E. Inman and Charles Bliss to obtain a 
preview of their conclusions. with th€ objective of relating their work to 
forestry/energy development in other cew1trieso 

4. The study h~~ developed models for some 12 plantation situativns in 
various States, each .i-!.l.-oiu~ing 250~000 bone a.rs- tons of fuelwood a yea:r from 
plantations areas of between 20;000 .acres to 40,000 acres. Intensive irrigated 
plantations with coppicing species wi. th ~year rotations, producing 5 to 12 tons/ 
... - .... ,.../~ ... ,... ....... 'h ... ~ ........ "h,-..,-...., ,:i,....,..,..., .... .,..,,...,4 ..,,.. " ""'"'"'"' .,.,,....:ic, SC"7C"'al -., ... ood 0 ne .... gy COilV8"' "' l0 '"'Il '"""'._. v J '\J::.i.i. .:...:.t..-. Y v ....,.._ ..... ,l.J,. ~ v Y '- .... V J::,' -"""- ~u '-..4 ...,~..,\,,I , 1.:..vu. ...L.O \ "- , . ""' v "'- ..I.~ V 

technologies, using processes Which -are C1:1l'rently used or have been proven and 
planned for implementation have been eva1uated, including wood-fired electricity 
generation, pyro~sis gas and gas-fired electric power, methanol, ammonia. 

5. Preliminary conclusions of the study indic·ate promising results, par-
ticularly for wood-fired electricity gener.1.tion, which en the . basis ..of the models 
de--~lopsd. so far 1:oul.d rasult in & production cost of around US$37/million Kvffi, 
on the basis of a.~ estimated cost of US$1.5/willion BTU equivalent delivered 
chipJ?ed wood to generating p1.ant. Tlu..s equates with a delivered wood cost of 
about US$20/m3e In developing countries wood of this type can often. be produced 
at around US$10/m34 

--
• 
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6. The analysis made so far has used a plant.scale limited to annual 
plantation production of 2so,ooo bone dry tons wood/year ti,(20,000 acres -
40,000 acresi Quadrupling the plant scale, i.e., increasing ~lantation area 
for one large plant to 80:000 acres 160,000 acres, would significantly reduce 
the plant production cost. 

7. .The report should be of considerable interes t in ·the Bank. On tbe 
assumption that t.he optimis tic results a...."'lticipa ted will be reflected. in the final 
.cc:;._:::;l~i01:s, ti i3 type of d.e elop 1e t ~uul · ~.c:1.ve . pot.ential in a number -of countrit:ls 
where the resource base for pow-er generation is laclfing and could meet the triple 

"uujeet-i.ves of generating local rural incomes, securing a stable land:-use ·pattern ~ .. , , 
-over marginal areas subject to erosion and supply power into a national energy 
s_ystem. 

G. l ·lr' . Scholl ..ha undertaken .to rorw.::iT'd us a copy of the report in Fcbruar-J 
::md has indicated he ,-:ill be in,11.ting the Bark to nominate delegates to attend a 

_,..l"\'n.P__.o~l""'l-a f ..._+ ~1,.,_ t::h--,..+--.. -LT----.+-, 'T'-~, ~ - -- •.....: ____ ..._, \ --- r.t,_, _______ J "',.-, ., / .., , "' 
---··----.. ·-- , ...... .., v .u .v """·""·'-'""Q.VV,1..1. .1.1Vvo..1-, .UU-1....L,;::;~ .H..il: pu.1·v ; Ull .rt:1u.t·uc1::1: J_:., ... ,o, ""Wnen une 
report will be presented. 

:. 

-----
CKeil/SDraper:pm 

-cc;: Hessrs. Chr istoffer-sen 
Turriham 
Spears 
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Hr. John Spear 

(c) or 1oca1 UN pol•• 1111d tblbe:r, deftl~t of low coat 
pr:uc vatlon ch wo cl have a:zo tl ta 
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6. There is 1n India a tax on ill. sch ul.ed banks at 7c per cent of 
tlie gross int rst. received by • Th incidenc of this va.rles fro 
~ ~ cent to l per cent. :i:here is also t tax on inco which 
=.w=rcial b Ts hav to pay and not t coo rat1ve banks. 

7. The following table shows the direct cot ot egr.1.cultural. c dit 
ope tion in gen rel end .for small t 1n particul.ara 

Cost of capital 
Administrative costs 

erve for bad debts 
T :es 

Total 

General. 

11% 
4 - 6% 

!a- u 
1~ - 19% 

Small Fa.mers 

ll% 
10 -1~ 

3% 
~ - u; 

24~ - 27J 

Tot s.e direct co ts t be added the "indirect" costs o! ext sion, 
cooperative department serv1ces., etc. These are 1n the course ot b~ 
analyzed and the actual total cost o£ ag,ricultural credit operations 
tdll the tore be higher. 

cct r. Datey 
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{. t D ICSID 

DATE: OCTOBER 21, 1976 

ORIGINATOR'S EXT.: 4686 

COUNTRY: MQJU~ MANILA 

CABLE NO. & TEXT: 

CLASS OF /) ·/ / 
SERVICE : LT ~/ ~ 

REFERENCE: 

DRAFTED BY: 

FOR LANE HOLDCRAFT USAID 

YOU ARE INVITED TO PARTICIPATE IN INTERAGENCY WORKSHOP ON 

MONITORING AND ONGOING EVALUATION OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT 

PROJECTS TO TAKE PLACE IN COPENHAGEN FROM SIX TO TEN DECEMBER STOP 

PURPOSES ARE 'ID ASSESS CURRENT METHODS AND DEVELOP PRACTICAL 

GUIDELINES STOP COST PER DAY WOULD BE US DOLLARS J8 INCLUDING 

LODGING AND MEALS STOP PLEASE CONFIRM PARTICIPATION 

G.J . Deboeck 

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED 

LEIF CHRIS'IOFFERSEN 
RURAL DEVELOFMENT 
INBAFRAD 

AUTHORIZED BY (Name} : 

L.E. Christoffersen 

CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION: 

PINK - File Copy ; WHITE - Transmittal Copy ; YELLOW - Bi ll Copy 
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. Bud L. liall 
se rch Offic r 
tern tional Council for 
Adult Education 

The Ontario Institute for 
Stu i s in r.duc tion 

252 Bloor Jtreet West 
Toronto . Can MS 1V6 

De r: ·Ir • Hall : 

Octob r 20. 1976 

Several of us have reviewed your propoe l for the d velop ent of 
particip tory re e rch in connection with rur 1 development nd h ve the 
following conr.ients. 

D pe diu upon th e phasis you cho s to ive it mi ht be con
sider d (in our t nolo y) as much op r tion 1 as r s rch. y this I 

an that if the exerci were actually to first identify a tar t grou 
or learnin clientel and then involve ber of th t group in the 
id ntification of it learnin n s d in the desi of a d livery 
yate to e t those needs, it would come within our d finition of op ra· 

tional analysis an cone iv bly could b of inter t to the Bank. A 
ore generalized , nd therefor more abstr ct nd less oper tion l , 
pro ch would probably rouse 1 ss interest. 

As for the eetin on 17- 19 for which you have kindly 
invite our p rticip tion , not certain wh ther Clifford Gilpin 
would be vailable. If w uld try to find a ub titut . but 
frankly that too ould depend ton th que tion I b ve raised 

ove. Anot er co ent I woul have is on the proposed ership of 
the eetin . We know on or two eople o your list , but we wonder why 
there re not ore repre entativea fro encie like the nk and (if I 

corr ct) s ller proportion of rese rch spec1 lists. I u gest this 
not because you ight hav in ind to involve them later in the financial 
support of th proj ct but more because the d sign of the project mi ht 
benefit fro the c nts of p opl with operation 1 concerns. 

Fin lly . I re3ret to a y that we ould not be ble to contribute to 
the exp es oft e eting. Our very mod st contribution to the prep ra 
tion foY D r - es ~S laa w s unusual nd mad po sible only by the f ct 
t t last ye r I h d s 11 surplus which could be !located for the pre
paration of p pers. Tiiis ti we would not be in a position to help. 



Mr. Budd L. llall 2 - Octob r 20 , 1976 

I would be grateful to have your reaction to the& v rious points 
and please be ssured of our continuin intere tin your work. 

DSB/hl 

Sincerely yours . 

Duncans. Ballantine 
Director 

Education Dep r ent 
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(11-75) 

WORLD BANK/ IFC 

OUTGOING MESSAGE FORM 
(TELEGRAM/CABLE/TELEX) 

!) IBRD 

01DA 

D IFC 

0 ICSID 

TO: DR. J . E. BES SELL 
UNIVERSITY OF NOTTINGHAM 
SUTTON 

DATE : OCTOBER 4, 1976 

ORIGINATOR'S EXT.: 
LOUGHBOROUGH LEI 25RD 

COUNTRY: ENGLAND CLASS OF 
SERVICE: 

CABLE NO. & TEXT: 

CANDLER WILL MEET AT STRAND PALACE HOTEL AT 12 NOON OCTOBER 12 STOP REGRET DELAY STOP 

MAJOR INTEREST SUPPLY RESPONSE TRADITIONAL PRODUCERS STOP LIKE TO DISCUSS STOP 

ONE STRATIFICATION VILLAGERS VS FARMERS STOP 

TWO 

THREE 

FOUR 

FIVE 

SIX 

SEVEN 

EIGHT 

REFERENCE: 

DRAFTED BY: 

MAJOR CONSTRAINTS TO INCREASE TRADITIONAL PRODUCTION STOP 

REGIONAL DIFFERENCES IN TRADITIONAL SUPPLY RESPONSE STOP 

POWER OXEN LABOUR TRACTOR PROFILES FOR TRADITIONAL CROPS STOP 

TRADITIONAL RESPONSE TO PRI CES MAIZE AND GROUNDNUTS STOP 

WEATHER VS YIELD VARIABILITY STOP 

FERTILIZER HYBRID SEED MANAGEMENT RESPONSE TRADITI ONAL VS COMMERCIAL STOP 

LABOUR HIRING PRACTICES SUBSISTENCE AND COMMERCIAL SECTORS STOP 

NOT TO BE TRANSMITIED 
AUTHORIZED BY (Name} : ~ 

R D NOR ON 
DEPARTMENT: 

DRC 

CHECKED FOR DISPATCH: 

PINK - File Copy ; WHITE · Transmittal Copy; YELLOW - Bill Copy 
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11:". Greg Sul11van - 2 - October 1, 1976 

c not be fully complet d until I r cei v from you the reque ted breakdown 
of animal disposal data by h rd siz c t gory. Ulti l.y I hope th t you can 
supply th s trices broken down to th di trict level, which will enabl 
us to re-aggr t the to cm.form to the four basic agro- conomic models used 
for th cropping ys l. The r sults will be incorporated into our 
gro-economi.c mod.el in a way rellecting the ownership pa.tt rn of cattle in 

villages surveyed by our pr paration tea. 

Th ana.ly es of sh ep am goats w111 be imilarly incorporated, 
although ,mtil you can suppl.y th data broken down by nock-siz cat ogry and 
by district, the anal.ya shown are refined as possible. Th "equilibrium" 
herd compositicau, sholln in the t bles were arrived t after a aboriow, iterativ 
proo dure, for which I have pr pa.red a ta.bl d scribing th procedures and set of 
assumptions cessary to complete the exercise. You may wish to adapt the 
methodology for your own work. 

"I.J. 11 and 11\Y&elf are exMted about the possibiliti inherent in the 
odel being a sembled, and f el that the dat being used far both crop and 

livestock components is of high quality. Pl se f el assur d th t will 
continue to f'ul.1y reference the som-c of dat used in internal and external 
documents, and hopetully to involve you clos 1y in th work as it proc eds. 

Once again, thank you for th valuable data and your continuing 
interest in our work. K ep in touoh. 

JF.dgerton:pm 

Attachments: 4 

cc: Messrs. I.Jo Singh and D.Sutherland 
Division File 

Your sincer ly, 

( 
/ 

J s P. gerton 
Rural Dev lo nt Di.vi ion 



Mr. lkii stoope and Perscns Listed Below September 2 8, 1976 

:mmchar 

Research Proposal 8u'bmiaaion Titled¥ "Latin Allsrican Biaf Policz" 

l. Atta.cbed is a su.bllission tor IBID 1'unding ($81, "/SO) tor a 
three-7ear study oL governaent polley in Latin Aaer1ca in relation 
to beet produ.ctim and arkat:lng. Dr. Siapaon a reoent PBd trca Tena 
A and Jlf, has propoaed that he spend about three quarters ot hia t:lJae 
1n undertaking the stud)". I attach a S'J ry ot bia proposal. Be has 
written extensively on Latin Aarican bed subjects tram the econcm.c 
and financial viewpoint. 

2. Froa a quick reri.ev ot bis proposal, I den'~ think it would 
add a great deal to what ve alread1' know about th problas and policies 
ot the lAatin Aaarican .beet sector. It would have bean llUCh aore use1\ll 
it 1 t we_re to analyze Livestock S,,stea, Govel"DllCt Polio;y and lending 
~ey Policies". 

3. JC, wggestion is that the Bank reje ct h1s proposal and 
suggest he approach other sources ot ftnince, pa c a ly CIAT, the 
lnte:r-.Aaarioan Developaent Bank and AID. 
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• .llun orris pt r 24, 1976 

August humacher 

Attached otes on "Lending for Rural Developm t 11 

I.sif' Christoff rsen has a k to t nd a Confer ce on Rural 
velop nt to b h ld at Michigan tate on ptemb r 26-28th. You 

rec 11 rlier note to you on this bject, as you had asked for a copy 
of th ''Note on xican PID • Proj ct II which sub quently sent to th 
Di.rector, Dr. iehoff' tor emf ronce di3tribution. They hav lso askod 
that the Bank provide copy of' • oone 's film on rlco to start off 
the Conferenc. ollowing the film, Dr. 1 hoff has k to talk 
informally for about 20 minutes on th Bank's involve nt in rural d val nt, 
with particular ref'erenc to xi.co. '!he tt ch d paper contains the notes 
tor that di cussian. 

cc : • D. Turnham 
A ln:anacher/cp 
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SUBJECT: 

.f.~tiL~ 
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I IN lERNATIONAL 'l ANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 

ASSOCOATOONOFFI ~t~;~;,~;o~~u~R~T~~ 

Mr. H. Vergin 

vf Owen T.W. Price · 

DATE: September 22, 1976 

Land Settlement Issues Paper Dated July 16, 1976 

1. As might be expected, many di visional staff members read the 
Land Settlement Issues Paper (Settlement Paper) and I attach their 
comments for your perusal should you so desire. In this note I will 
attempt to briefly sunnnarize the main comments and reactions to the Settle
ment Paper. 

Reactions to Settlement Paper 

2. There was a general feeling t hat the paper would benefit if if 
was substantially reduced in length. As now written, the issues, which 
according to the title one would expect to see highlighted and discussed , 
get lost in the verbiage. If at the start of the paper the author 
enumerated the issues to be discussed, it would greatly aid the reader 
and also help to better focus the paper on its stated purpose, and, thus 
avoid much of the present discussion which at best should be relegated 
to annexes. 

3. Partly as a consequence of the lack of a clear focus in the paper , 
precious little operational or policy guidance is given. If the paper is 
re-written along the lines suggested in paragraph 2, this would help some
what but the problem may be more basic. In settlement projects there are 
generally multiple objectives (some conflicting and some complementary) 
that one is attempting to achieve subject to many constraints (shortages 
of capital, technical knowledge, trained manpower to name but a few). 
It is on the trade-offs between different objectives that conflict arises 
and, unfortunately, the paper provides little guidance or even discussion 
of some of these issues - issues that have taken so much of this Regions 
time in the case of Indonesia. Some of these issues (and these have not 
been addressed) are: 

a) trade-off between growth and equity in the short and long 
run; 

b) trade-off between minimizing investment per family and 
maximizing cost recovery while simultaneiously achieving 
an agreed target income per family; 

c) trade-off between minimizing investment per family to 
achieve a target income and the fact that, in many cases, 
risk increases dramatically as investment declines because 
the technology is essentially untested, and the smallholder 
response and effectiveness of the support services are 
unknown in many cases; and 



Mr. H. Vergin - 2 - September 22, 1976 

d) formulation of target incomes. 

4. If, as is generally conceded, the impact of settlement type 
projects will be insignificant (regardl ess of how designed) in alleviating 
population pressure in countries such as Indonesia compared to other policy 
options such as stepped up efforts in population control, then i s it at 
all clear what weight should be given t o increasing the number of settlers 
per unit of capital above tha.t determined by strictly efficiency criteria? 
The paper appears to advocate a policy of designing projects so as to i ncrease 
the number of jobs created in the shor t -run from a given stock of capital 
above that determined by strictly efficiency criteria. Is this consistent 
with a policy of maximizing employment over the intermediate or longer 
term, which, in the case of Indonesia, very possibly should be of greater 
concern than the short run? 

Swmnary 

5. In swmnary, the paper neither clearly enumerates the relevant issues 
and basic choices that need to be made, nor provides much policy gui dance 
on how to resolve issues in settlement. 

~ cc: /AEPGA Operational Staff 

Attachments 
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FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

- - ------- - - -
WORLD BANK / IN I Lnt~ATION/\L F-lf\: •,NCI .. C'.Jfll- 0 11/\'l l ()N 

OFFICE. IViEfv'iOl -1A~~[)ll!\/l 
Mr. O.T.W. Price D/\T[ . September 13, 1976 

[:'/ ·~ B.S. Gray 11, ,r, 

Land Settlement Draft Issue~:__!:1pcr 

General 

1. The paper appears rather a biased document, continually 
(and unsuccess f ully) trying to justify the vi ews of the "social
welfare" proponents in the Bank. It appears more concerned with 
supporting these views than in providing genuine assistance 
to the lower levels where project. appraisal is carried out. 

2. In fact, because of the lack of clear cut policy directives, 
the paper provides l ittle i: any real assistance to an appraisal 
mission. No light is shed upon the problems with which we have grappled 
so wastefully in both the Transmigration I and NES I projects. 
These are:-

.the balance between economic efficiency and social income 
distributional goals 
cost recovery policy 
formulation of target incomes 
the acceptable level of project risk 

3. Rather than determine major Bank policy through desk studies, 
a more practical approach would be for a small team of experienced 
project staff to make field visits to a wide range of selected projects 
and then provide recommendat ions on settlement policy. 

Specific Points 

4. P. 23 para 9 
"Successful settlement from the Bank's viewpoint may be considered 

Bank opinion can change quite drastically over periods which are relatively 
short in relation to the length of settlement programs. It would be safer 
to also consider the elements of success considered important by those 
Governments with viable settlement programs. 

5. P. 24 para 12 
The conclusion of the Nelson study "that few spheres of economic 

development have a history of, or reputation for, failure to match that 
of government-sponsored colonisation in the humid tropics" is much too 
general a statement. A reasonable conclusion from such a s tatement, 

II 

however, might be that settlement should be implemented by autonomous agencies.. 

6. P. 27 para 16 
The comment tlic.Jt t he Malay:,;ian settlement program is not viewed 

as cost effective in terms 0f poverty amelioration would not he agreed 
by this Division. 

7. P.32 para 3 

Others will comment on the error in Jenka I costs. 
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8. P49 para 5 
What are "adequate" rates of return? 

9. P.54 paras 11 and 12 
As usual the proponents of the low cost approach do not 

define what this means. Does it refer to costs of (a) management 
(b) infrastructure, (c) material inputs p(·r unit area, (d) labor inputs or 
(e) size of farm. A useful ana l ysis would examine in which of th ese 
cost items, there are opportunities for cost reduction. 

10. P.58 para 19-21 
A two phase approach could he djfficult in a tree crop 

project or in a Bank project with a 5 year disbursement period. 

11. P68 para 37 
What is a "modest" element of subsidy? 

12. P70 para 41 
There are further difficulties of freehold tenure of small farms. 

These relate to problems of inheritance and population increase which 
may prevent . efficient farming. 

13. It is unclear whether full support is being given to public 
sector estates as a means of development with known cropping systems. 

14. P83 para 4 
Others will discuss the danger of the US$7000 figure. 

BSGray:bf 

cc: P. Melkye, M. McGarry 

------



WOHLD B1\1'JI( / IIHc Rr .ATIONf·.L FIN, .l~t,i:: conp;)HATlmJ 

OFFICE Iv-Erviof \)\NDUi\t1 
TO: Hr. Owc~n T. Price 

:r. I \.,. 
il~x t-ROM : 

DATE: Sept ember 20, )976 

SUBJECT: Couunents on the Draft ] !;sues P;:q•er "The bnld Bank 
and the Settlement of A_f;ricult ·~·al L.:1nds"_ _ __ _ 

General 

1. One would expect fror1 an Issue::; Paper some guidance on questions 
and issues which have proven prol le:natic i.1 project formulat i on. Even 
though there can be no pat answers to the ~omplicsted issues raised, th e 
principles involved in the resolution of i :wues cc,uld possibly lead to some 
innovative operational guicleline~; and be illustrated by s ome precedent s. 
However, the paper does not seem to ccme n ,~arer to a rc~solution of the 
various issues which we must dea: with in project work . I would illustrate 
this with reference to the issues which ar 2 particular l y relevant to our 
Division's work on land-settlement in Malaysia and in Indonesia. 

The Issue of Cost Recovery 

2. The principle of cost recovery is in direct conflict with the 
policy objective of reducing costs per set i:1.ers: the more costs are 
recovered the greater must be the holding size and the greater the 
development costs. In Indonesia, a recent policy change to reduce cost 
per settlers by reducing the arcc: under ruhb~r from three to two hectares 
has necessitated an increased p:-.-c,portion of farm investments to be passed on 
as grants to settlers. In the Holaysian FELDA projects, upwards of 50% 
of settler's gross revenues goes into .loan repayments, that is, the same 
income target could be achieved en about half the farm size and half the 
investment cost ·per settler. Shcul<l our policy be to urge the Malc:1ysian 
Government to abandon or modify thei r cost recovery policies in the quest 
for a lower cost settlement? Should the cropping pattern proposed in our 
projects be influenced by considErations of cost recovery?}j Such are the 
concrete and important questions with immediate bearing on our work. We 
need policy guidance 0 or at lea s t a policy framework, ~hich transcends 
ambiguity. 

The ambiguity of the paper's p·.>l i cy st 3.tem£·nts j s only paralleled 
by the necessary arbitrariness of such num: rical guidelines as "development 

1_/ A full cost recovery policy w UJ. norma ' 1y discrimin ;:ite in LJVor of cashcrui' 
production, even wh c::-e suh~;· s1:u1cP pro, -Jcl:.i.on coultl grr-a t·l.y contr:UJllLC to 
full labor util iza tion nnd av ,2r t·in ·~ th , risks of rnnnocultm:e . It is not a 
coincid ence that .:i pol:i.cy of .:of: t reco ·· cry u st1c1 lly c.o :i nci des w:i. th mono cul-

• turnli sm . Honocu.1 tllJ: e ;;.:: r;o l .~n(:~ l: o .:;,•d to co~t~; pt·r settler in Llrnt the 
holdiPc'. ,-:;_i_7.e must. h€· lar;:c c1 11u1 !i i.o p ;f1v:idv th,' sc· lt]l'r ,.,,i th ;: m:irgin 
ngain:-:t. 1.1tif<1vo:r.:1lilc p ~~.c, , d,·v ·.l ,. 11nt,.'1l t F:. Th,_, l: .!rg, •! jncontc'. must". l, c hit':hcr 
tha11 tha c for a scttle1: \\'i.th 1 1 e:::;o nai· !y d:i.ve 1-s-L[ il' c1 r::roppint p ;1tt,: rn. 
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costs per beneficiary famLly in rainfet: set. tlementr; on averag~ (?) shouJ d 
not exceed about US$ 7,000 (in 1975 do :L larf.)" (p.7; and that "a target 
income at project maturity at least 25( gr0ater th~n expected average rural 
incomes at that time, seerns approj>rj at ,_'. . 1/ Such :;uidelines are practica l ly 
meaningless in evaluating very diverse projects, and their adoption as 
off icial policy would only lead to nn even more bur eaucratized decision
making process. 

Statistics on Malaysia: A Poin1 of Ac ,:uracy 

FELDA' s land developrrent: s chemc·s are cited in several instan ce s 
as the extreme example of capita l-intensive developrnent. While this excunple 
may be appropriate, the supportjrg statist i cs · are wrong or misleading : on 
pages 3, 32, and 33, proj ec t coi~ts per direct beneficiary are cited at 
$ 28,000 for the Jengka I Project (Loan 533-HA), where the holding size was 
10 acres per settler. In fact, the apprai s al estimates and the actual costs 
were as follows: 

FELDA Expenditures 

Field Development (10 acres) 
House and Housing Development 
Processing Facilities 
Field Management 

Direct Governmen~ Expenditures 

Village Development and So cial 
Infrastructure 

Total 

Appraisal Estimates 
in 1968 Prices 

3,550 
630 
960 

1, 170_ 

6,310 

2,560 

§_~2_Q_ 

Actual Costs in 
Current Prices 

1968-1975 

3,850 
740 

1,510 
1,720 

J,820 

3,710 

J 1, .5_30 

These costs include inf r astructure de velopment and managemen t over a s ix- year 
period; costs which are not always inc lud<'d in the definition of direct costs 

-------------- ------· - ------ -

1/ Such n. criterion i s open t o end]c :, s m :1, ipul;iLi_on. FELD1\ s e tt lemen ts 
are most often acC' usc ... ~ ,·. f , r ea .: i ,, ~ ru -;i .l. elit ei-: (nl1-hough th is is 
probably more t:ru0 in ~; po ._ j Li, :.,1] tha. 1 an ccon,-,rn i c scn;:;c). llcn,;,cvcr, 
the Joliorc a ppra i s:i l (Lo.:in ~·67 - M/I) rc·· •ort arp u 2d tha t :0,i;s11mi.ng n 
"3.~i % incrc;.H:c i n ;, il n u r1.l g, ·v\vt 1i r ·1 tc ,. n rc;i ] f.-1 m:i)y in c,,1uc .in th e 
smallholdc1: sector" th e ;~vcr;ig:~ s:nallh u.lclc r \ ·!.U 1 h P. abt• 11t: <H; 1-J(' ·11 uf. 
in the year 2000 .:is ,1 i,-m , i>! s 0 tt J er. (Annex 4, i' :1 )',e ·1, TnbJ c 1 i11 
the Green-Cover Report.) 
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per beneficiary. (Project costs per S<"ttl<. r in th< · more cxpcnsjve 14 
acre holding of Johore arLd Kcratollg sch•me ,-,ere US$ J 6, 500 and J 9 ,!100 in 
constant 1973 and 1974 dollars re~pectjvely.) 

5. 
incomes 
is 8.3. 

On pages 6 ar.d 34, th,! pap, ·r st r-1tP.s thc1t the ratio of target 
to average rural incomes •mdcr the Kcraton1; Land Settlement Project 
While I am not acquaint ,:!d wj th the basis of the calculation 

the impression conveyed is c<.·rtai,1ly m:i.sle -:: c~j ng. The Go,,ernmen t 's explici.t 
income target for FELDA set tlers , in tl ·.e pf rj od between, say, 1972 1_/ and 
1975, when both the Johore and Keratonf; pn.j ec ts were appraised, was 
M$ 300/month, or about US $ 1,500 ner year . The farm budget in the Keratong 
project shows a net income roughly the do1*le of ci1e income projected in 
the Johore project because of a mud. m11re c ptimist:i.c price projection for 
palm oil. While the Keratong projectic,n, ":hether right or wrong, do es not 
express the Government's income t :ir get, actual incomes of FELDA settlers 
range between about M$ 100 to M$ 400 per fnmily per month (US$ 500 to 
US$ 2,000/year) per year, depending on prices , yie l ds, and loan obligations. 
Cash incomes of settlers applicants are estimated at about US$ 350 per 
family/year. Applicants are landless, and their incomes are certainly below 
average rural incomes. A freeholder with c.:bout 6 acres of reasonable rubber 
who would be an "average" smallholder woulu have a net income roughly 
commensurate with FELDA settlers (see also footnote 1 on page 2). 

Lending for Government Estates: An Is s ue for Discussion 

6. The paper questions, implicitly, whether the Bank should at all 
finance Goverrun~nt Estates and StatE: farms. 

7. There is a close link be tween high development costs and estate 
management. Low-cost schemes are most often low cost because the settler 
is his own manager and the invest:nent his own labor. It is possible, though 
rarely ever optimal, to settle people hy h;mding them an axe and a shovel, 
and before all land.· In low-cost settlements farme rs have clear title to 
the land and its produce from early on. Such settlements only work where 
rewards are commensurate wjth effort. In ,, state type projects, on the other 
hand all factors of production a r e hir~d, ;• nd land and its use remains the 
Government's property. (This is ul tim.,te l :> true. 0£ FELD/\ schemes where an 
uneasy hybrid form of tenure is developing . ) 

8. It does not help to clarifv is:.u0s to ,:ompare th e development 
cost of individuali s tic s 2l f -·he] p sc·.t· t ; cmc, ; t· s Hith lhe invcslf:,en L c-ost:s of 
conunercial ven turcs. If any thi 11g , gov,,rnm• n t ('S t3 l: •. '.S sl1ou] d be c011:pn rl'd with 
industry or transportation rathn: tl1a n ,,,i_t J· sm.:1llhc,]<ler type scttlei.;cnt in 
comparing investments per jobs created . .. 

------ ·------- - ---- -

"J:../ When settlers ' holdings w1-•re incrC' .1Secl from J() to J 2 acres for rubber 
and farm 10 to 1'1 acres f1,r oil p,1 lm . 
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9. Agriculture, unlike moder ,1 in,:ustry, offer:-; the greate~.;t 
opportunity for fostering a large <:la sso :· self-employed entrepreneurs. 
The Bank may want to support smc1 llholdcr-,,riented projects to the 
exclusion of estate proj ects, fer i nstanc,• in Malaysia and Indonesia, where 
the estate sector is well-establisl1ed and is not in n eed of financial or 
technical assistance, and where the small!t0l<ler sector has been relatively 
neglected, and its development j s a prior i. ty of the Government. If it is 
the Bank's policy to support smslll1olders sector rather than the estate sector, 
this should be clearly stated; the discus :;ion in terms of costs per 
settler/employee only obscures the choice between two competing forms of 
organization and even philosophy. 

10. In Malaysia, indepen dent smal l holders, private estates, and 
FELDA 'J:./ coexist in th e rubber f.ec ::or. I ii Indonesia, public estates 
inherit the old colonial estatef and coexist with a rather inefficient 
smallholder sector. It should be recogni~ed that each of these sectors 
may have a legitimate role in tte Governm~nt's parallel pursuit of several 
competing objectives. Public policy is a l ways pursuing several competing 
goals at the same time. As far as publicly financed projects are concerned , 
a balance between competing obje·ctives is often struck by pursuing one 
objective in one project and anc,ther object ive with another type of project. 
The point bears directly on metr!ods of project evaluation. ·- The proposed 
methodology, rather than recogui.zing that different projects may serve 
different objectives single-mincedly, would have us apply the same weighted 
objectives for all projects, wHh some optimal weighting system applied to 
different objectives such as profits, employment, and income distribution. 
The implicit compromise between several competing objectives within the same 
project may after all be fundamentally unsound, and satisfy no one. For 
instance, some of our colleaguef, have recently argued that smallholders 
in Malaysia should cultivate ru}~er instead of palm oil, even though palm 
oil appeared more profitable, since rubber was more labor-intensive, and 
hence would have a higher econc,mic, albeit lower financial rate of return. 
Essentially they were asking sm,1lP10l<lers to work hard e r for less money in 
a project whose primary purpos e is the nli.sing of smallholder incomes, 
ignoring that a project with fac:tor use in accordance with shadow-pricing 
always involves a subsidy, whicl1 ought to be paid by the Government rather 
than the smallholder benefic:iar :; es. This rather theoretical point '!::./ bears 
also on concrete problems of project formulation where financial and 
managerial consideratior;s have ,m important role while they cannot be taken 
into account in economic: analys i s. 

11. For inst.rnce, sevcr,,l Bank mi:.Hior.s have urr,ecl FF.LDA to modify 
its settl0me.11t method ~;o c1s to r.enen1te c1 divel's:ificd Iarrning--syste1,1, wh ere 
only part of the holdiq', wo11l<l :.nltially he dcve]oµed to tree-crop~:, and the 

1/ (FELD,\' s progrmn clParly s,_1!,nrdina tcf, :·;oc io.l and c.mp loyrnen t nhj e:c Li vcs to 
Government profits ..:nrl for e·: gn e>:cl1an ~!,e e;irninY,s, but the syst.<.·rn of tenurt' 
and income <let.Prr,1:iw.:tion .-1 ~·!'· a <lcviat ion from a pure estate sys tc111.) 

2/ Which can be res t;itC'd hy ~;: 1:·i.111; that 01,l:'. canuot r(•concile n + 1 compctin~ 
objectives with n \1,.1ri.;:h],:,'.; i..c. foctnc prices. 
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other part woul<l be developed hy tlte se tt I <·r s for subr::Lstence produc tion and 
livestock. This is in fact thn mo:;t: r;i~n i.f:Lc.111l possihj lity to reduce 
project costs per settler, short or r educi.ng the hul<ling size. 

12. The proposal, while reasonable on paper, has so far be t>n totally 
unpaL1table t0 FELDA. Thjs is not surpri ,d.ng, since th eir entire fjeJd 
management is geared to estate manage'1lent, and since they do not have a 
capability to prepare at1d implen,eu t a diversified cropping patterns in 
settlement. More importantly, they do no t want to develop such a capability 
since they deem themselves primc,ri.ly a c0:11mercial enterprise; and have no 
interest in giving land to the fnrrners' own use. In fact they would lose 
considerable management control if farmers would have their own land on 
which they could produce whateve·r they liked and would not have to depend 
on FELDA for wage income (and l~ter, on a fraction of gross revenues after 
loan repayments and FELDA expenses and profit margins have been duly reduced). 
It is just very difficult to marry an estate system with a freeholding syst em 
under the same management. Bes:ides why should FELDA (they say),give up rubber 
land for lower value subsistence or livestock productions. That this might 
reduce the Government's investmE,nt, reduc e the commercial risks inherent in 
monoculture, and in the long run lead to fuller and perhaps higher value 
utilization of labor does not euter FELDA's calculus: they are assured of 
Government finance and pass on the risk to the settlers. 

13. The point is that it might be more productive to pursue one 
objective at a time with projects. For instance, instead of trying to 
"reform" FELDA, it might be more productive to work with a different agency 
whose objective are clearly def i ned from the beginning of the project as the 
creation of viable and self-reliant smallholdings with the minimum Government 
expenditure. Our proposed methodology for project evaluation is too gross 
to take such arguments into account. 

PDAX:adf 
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. Owen T. W. Price 

FROM, M.J. McGarry if-' 
SUBJECT: Land Settlement Draft Issues Paper 

DATE: September 9, 1976 

1. I enjoyed reading the above paper very much and yet after finishing 
the entire 100 pages I was left with the feeling that I really hadn't learned 
all that much that was new. I regard it as useful and valuable to have a 
paper which covers in some detail all that is known on this subject, but 
because so little is known it really serves no useful purpose to occupy 
160 pages in doing so. Consequently, my first recommendation is that t he 
paper be drastically reduced in length. 

2. The paper also contains more than the usual number of platitudes. 
A cursory reading leaves the feeling that something worthwhile is being 
said whereas a closer inspection reveals a lack of operational or policy 
guidance, e.g. the paper considers that successful settlement projects from 
the Bank's viewpoint would be projects characterized by efficient production 
systems, equitable income distribution, social justice and protection of the 
environment (p. 23, para 9). I find it difficult to imagine much disagree
ment with statements such as the above, but, equally I find it difficult to 
see that they serve much purpose. It is on the trade-offs between different 
objectives that conflict likely arises and, unfortunately, the paper provides 
precious little guidance on such matters. 

3. One strength of the paper is that it states quite clearly that 
more research is needed on a host of technical problems in tropical areas 
before a reasonable level of technical knowledge will exist. I feel, 
however, that it inadequately pursues the implications of this for settlement 
projects which will be implemented before such knowledge is generated. An 
analysis of likely risks would be pertinent and some guidance as to what the 
Bank's stance should be in this period. Is this not at the heart of the 
present disagreements on settlement in Indonesia? 

4. I have a basic disagreement with the statement on p. 50: "To 
facilitate rational decisions with respect to project choice, appraisal of 
future settlement projects should, wherever possible, include estimates of 
financial, economic and social returns in accordance with the new methodology." 
Choices between projects are simply not made at the appraisal stage. The 
real choices are made at a much earlier stage and unforttmately we pay too 
little attention to this fact and overemphasize analysis at appraisal when 
only marginal changes in project design are generally made. 

5. There is a mistake in the formula given on page 2 of Annex 3 
and I have discussed this with Mr. Goering and in the next draft he will 
make the necessary corrections. 
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6. In summary, I agree with the main conclusions of the paper but 
I feel the paper is too verbose and that it should pursue in more detail 
the implications for the Bank of the present very limited knowledge of 
alternative cropping patterns that are possible over the long-run in 
tropical type soils. Livestock, forestry and tree-crops would probably 
minimize risk and best protect the envi ronment, but they are certainly 
not the ones that first come to mind i f the objective is to settle families 
on.~a few ha at low cost in terms of public investment per family. One 
thinks instead of food crops but perceived risks escalate because there is 
so little relevant experience. In view of this, what should Bank policy be? 
I feel the paper could be strengthened by confronting this issue which I 
regard as the central issue in settlement in Indonesia. 
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Comments on Land Settlement Draft I ssues Paper 

1. The report seems to me too long, repetitive and containing 
a number of statemsnts with which it is very difficult to disagree 
but which need to be refined for practical application. 

2. The basic issue in land settlement is the planting of 
well known tree crops with assured markets versus annual cropping 
based on very rudimentary technical knowledge of sustained production 
in the humid sub tropical and tropical areas with uncertain marketing 
arrangements. I believe that a combination of the two should be 
pursued wherever possible and that the role of permanent tree crops 
should be emphasised inasmuch as they provide the security of cash income 
which is an essential complement to the subsistence requirements 
of settlers. 

3. Reference should be made to the need for two-way communication 
between project authorities and beneficiaries and to the accountability 
of the former to the latter. 

4. Perhaps it would be useful also to mention that the · 
introduction of new techniques should be made gradually with the full 
understanding and cooperation of all beneficiaries. This method will most 
likely increase returns above those obtained under more attractive (on paper) 
technology packages. 

5. The political aspects of settlement should not be ignored. 
If only smallholders benefit from schemes, middle size and bigger \/ 
landowners with much political clout may oppose the schemes and slow or 
block altogether their implementation. 

6. We should keep in mind that many rural people are interested 
more in a steady income than in owning a piece of land. Th.is is a strong 
argument for consideration of settlement based on estate development. 

7. The ·statement that "The performance of Bank-assisted projects appears 
to be superior •••••••••••• " (para 7) is unwarranted if for no other reason 
that the Bank has benefitted much from the experience of governments and other 
development insttiutions (Inter-American Development Bank) which did the pioneering 
work in the field of land settlement. 

JAndreu:bf 
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At this early stage I would not wi s h to comment on the detail s of 
the paper. However, I hope initi3l reactions on some of its gener a l 
principles will not go amiss. With this in mind I would like to identi fy 
three main ar·eas where clarification and possibly further considera ti on 
might be useful. The first relates to the so-called "New Bank Methodolo gy" 
of investment appraisal described on page SO. The second is the appropd ate 
financial policy for particular projects with particular reference to 
the provision of grants rather than loans . The third relates to the 
choice between land resettlement and competing investment opportunitie8 . 

1. The New Bank Methodology (NBM)_ 

The NBM on investment appraisal proceeds from the premise that the 
classical rate of return criterion might be anti-social in the sense tl1at 
it might conflict with objectives for income distribution and employme nt 
generation. Accordingly the NBM would tend to favor projects where unit 
family costs w~re · low. 

Perhaps the NBM has already received a scientific exposition els ewh e re. 
But as it stands the Paper gives the impression that the NBM falls short o f 
being a methodology which may be applied without creating undue controversy. 
Instead it appears to be an almost infinitely elastic con~ept which could 
always be stretched to satisfy every project appraisor in a different and 
equally 'meaningful' way. 

However, in the first instance it is not obvious that the NBM's 
basic premise is correct. Secondly, in a 'second best' (in the economic 
sens~ world i.e. where the rate of return criterion happened to conflict 
with other social objectives the neo-classical approach to investmt.?nt a ppraisal 
could be augmented to allow for premia on social objectives such as employment, 
income distribution etc. However, these premia along with shadow wage 
rates etc. would -be directly incorporated into the cost benefit calculation and 
would have to he pre-stated in as scientif ic a fashion as possible, a s is 
the case with shadow prices and the such like. Otherwise the NBH coul d lead 
to the unreasonable conclusion tha t inves t ments be spread with ineffectual 
thinness over as large a population as possible. 

Income distribution anu incorae crea t ion, in the first instance, 
should be considered as separate issues which :?S policy objectives require 
separate policy jnstrumcnts. Normally income distribution is essentia ll y 
a fiscal matter and it would be in,~ff icient to use investment policy to 
achieve income distribution object i ve.,. I nvestments which earn the hi g:1est 
social rates of return would gcncrnte the greatest social jncomes wl,ic h 
through an appropriate tax structure \JOUll'. provide the r,rc>atcs t possiblt• 
base for satisfying income distribution objectives. Under these circums tanc: l'S 
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the rate of return criterion. doe f; not c(lnfli.ct with income distrlbution 
objectives; it compl ements ti1em . Mirrl , ~s ~nd Atkinson among others have 
discussed how there coulJ .lie a conflict al some stage where progressive 
tax structures ~ight reduce investment ~nd work incentives to a level 
where the poor suffer instead of benefii"ing . However, the basic com
plementarity between income distribution and . ~_reation would seem to be 
clear. 

There could be a conflict between income and employment creation. 
But presumably the main concern at the poor is to obtain income in the 
first instance rather than work of a lower than otherwise average 
productivity. However, if we prej udge t his not to be so - and we woul<l 
need very strong justification for s o do ing - a scientifically appraised 
employment premium should be incorporat ed in th e standard cost-benefit 
analysis. Only in this way could the area of ambiguity be reduced. 

The fallacy in the employment objective can readily be seen in the 
case of most oil investment where pre-tax rates of return at present world 
oil prices are very high, but where employment creation tends to be very 
low. The employment objective of the NBM would tend to preclude oil 
development when through the tax structure it may provide significant 
and desirable amounts of income for the population as a whole. What is 
true for oil investment is also true in principle for land resettlement; 
the tax system is the instrument for the redistribution of income and the 
rate of return criterion indicates where the most income might be created. 

But if the tax system is inadequate and cannot be improved and if no 
other methods for income redistribution are available it may be necessary 
in this 'second best' situation to incorporate a distribution premium 
alongside any employment premia into the standard cost-benefit analysis . 
Once again this premium· would have to be scientifically appraised. 

2. Grants or Subsidies 

The Paper does not sufficiently c l arify the criteria for providing 
a settler with a grant which provides no cost-recovery rather than a loan 
which does. Moreover, if settlers should be subsidiz ed is it mor e efficient 
to provide a grant or a loan at a subsidized rate of interest or some 
combination of the two? Once again these issues may have been elucidated 
elsewhere e.g. in Ray's paper. 

In the first instance, however, a subsidized loan would be more 
efficient than a grant since the marginal cost s of the loan could be 
more easily brought into line with the warg inal stream o f benefi ts . Howeve r, 
the case for a subsidy would t end to res t on the presence of external it ·i es 
which create a divergence between the p~ivatc and social rates of return. 
If e.g. the social rate of return is 15~ on th e marginal project ,~1crcas 
the private rate of r e turn i s onl.y 12% the loan should be subsidized by 
three percentage point s (oc t:herf'abouts). Cost recovery itself ,wul<l nnt 
be a prime criterion. What counls .is s Pcial cost r ecovery but this wouJd 
i~ any event be reflected in the social rate of return. 
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3. Land Resettlement ,,crsus Ot h<.·r ' nvci tmcnts 

The Paper does nut pl ace l and rcs£·ttlcmcnt in its wider context. 
Perhaps this was not tl1c intent ion. Never thelc~s , the case for r ese t t l ement 
is only a relative one where resources Er ~ scarce. In the Indonesian con
text wh~re. transmigrati0n and land rese ttlement arc so interwoven this 
is particularly import a nt. For exar,qile there may be industrial and other 
projects in Java which enjoy h igher expPctcd social rates of return tha11 
resettlement projects in Sumatera. Indeed, under-employment in Java 
and the ostensible need for trnnsmitration might be the symptom of a 
failure to realize on industria l and other investments in Java on account 
of macro rather than micro economic considerations such as the possible 
deflationary effects on the economy of a fixed exchange rate at a time of 
domestic inflation. 

No doubt, at some stage, those issues would be covered in a Programs 
Pap_er. 

4. Other Issues 
i) The Role of Planning:-

The role of government and planning in resettlement is not clearly 
defined, yet we are told that post mortems indicate that the spontaneous 
settlements have on the whole been no more unsuccessful than their planned 
counterparts. Nevertheless, it appears t o be taken as axiomatic that 
planning and government participation is desirable and the spontaneous 
settlement is harmful. Apart from the provision of infra-structure, the 
dissemination of information and the prov ision of scientifically derived 
subsidies it is not clear what the role of planning is. A cr~cial question 
here is who perceives the risk better, the planners or the settlers themselves? 

Related to this is the bias towards comprehensive rather than 
piecemeal planning. After all, the history of the resettlement o f the USA 
is one of competitive provision of finance within a piecemeal context. 
At some stage the quantitative natur e of any planning would have to be 
justified. My gu es s is that the spontaneous settlers like the frontier smen 
of the last century should provide the basis for investment in res ettlement 
rather than investing in planned resettlement per se unless there are 
outstanding reasons for so doing. 

ii) The Resettlement Premium:-

It is argued that settlers should be offered a 25% income premium 
as an incentive. If there is i,o much spontaneous migration it is not cl car 
why such an incentive i s requirC'd. The c1ppropriate transfer income would 
be based on the observed income of those who hod already resettled. In the 
absence of spontaneous settlement, mo s t pr obably a 25% premium would oot be · 
sufficient in the light of empirical stud i es of risk. But und er these 
circumstances the rate of returr: on r esettlement '1-:ould in any event t end 
to be manifestly low. 

cc: 

mb/mh 

Messrs. Blackwood / 
McGarry ~ 
Gray 
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DATE: September 13 , 1976 

I do not envy the author(s) of this paper. They seem to have 
been changed not only with the task of comparing apples to oranges, but 
also of transforming them to lemons! 

Attempting to prepare such a precise policy mould for Bank 
project appraisal staff guidance ( i f that is the intention?) out of the 
numerous issues, many of which could be similarly debated for almost any 
other Bank agricultural project, is in my opinion highly stultifying , 
and not worth the effort. In fact, I would go as far as to descri be it 
as potentially harmful to some of our borrowers and unnecessarily 
restrictive to our agricultural lending program ($7,000 investment costs 
per family; 25% above average rural income target for beneficiaries 
are cases in point), if only for the reason that, even on the evidence 
given in the report itself, we could miss out on some potentially "good" 
projects, and thereby increase the proportion of "poor" projects. 

I find some difficulty in focusing on the issues with which the 
paper is concerned -- what exactly are they? haw many are there? and 
are they issues anyway? they are not con1-eniently summarized, but are 
seemingly · s'ubnerged in a text, which, while highly informative in many 
respects, detracts attention from the Issues. I suggest therefore that 
the report is too long fo.r its own good. There are also too many plati
tudes and statements of the obvious for my taste. 

I have no quarrel with the statements regarding more problem
oriented research (pp 44-45) aimed at improving techniques for settl ement 
of the marginal land which constitute the bulk of the areas avail able f or 
settlement, but I cannot see how it ranks as a project-oriented i ssue 
and therefore warrants such emphasis. 

Likewise, the land resource review (pp 38-43) is interes ting, but 
hardly relevant to the title, and might perhaps be more appropriately 
transferred to an annex. 

As for the annexes - Annex 1, Table 1 strained my eyesight 
considerably, but proved to be a useful summary when examined under a 
hand lens; Annex 3 concerning the economicSof mechanized and manual 
clearing seems rather too theoretical to be of much practical value, 
at least for Bank appraisal purposes; while Annex 4, on the use of 
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remote sensing imagery struck m.e a s being of very limited relevance to 
the title, or contents, of the mai n paper. However, if an annex is f elt 
necessary to stress the impor tance of sound site selection or to advise 
Bank staff or governments on how t o go about it, I recoDllllend that it deal s 
objectively with the entire process of surveying , land quality assessment, 
and site selection, rather than concentrating on only an aid , albeit a 
very new and important aid, in thi s highly technical process. Otherwise 
the annex stands as a good example of tail wagging dog. 

I have many marginal comments on my copy of the draf t, whi ch I 
would be pleased to discuss with the author(s), and I suspect that other 
division staff will have similar coDllllents. Perhaps we could meet for 
an hour or so in the division some time this week for the purpose of 
consolidating our views? 

WPPanton/ag 
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Mr. Owen T. pOue 
From: A.J. Blackw~ .. 

1 
_0 , (~~ 

Subject: Land Settlemen Draf~aper 

TO: 

Some points worth discussing might be:-

Effects of a floor target income and a ceiling cost per family(~ ~~:<J\...J) 1. 

2. Practicality of introducing a universal maximum US$ cost/family 

criterion, in the absence of especially purchasing power adjustments 

but also other country/project specific considerations. 

3. In any case the US$7,000 figure seems too high, particularly for low 

cost countries, and would catch only the more costly settlement 

projects (in US$ terms) while permitting .Perhaps less rigorous 

justification of lower cost (lower facilities?) projects • 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

WORLD BANK/ INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. O.T. P~e 

Theun Pr~ 

Land Settlement Draft Issues Paper 

DATE: September 9, 1976 

1. I have the feeling that tryi ng to f i nd a valid conunon 
denominator to be used as a yard st i ck i n future Bank projects for different 
land development projects in diff erent countries i s an absol ute was te of 
time. These projects are all unique regarding soils, climate, people and 
their motivations and aspirations, Government policies, exchange rates etc., 
etc., and have to be evaluated on their own. What is done in the draft 
paper is comparing apples with oranges; no workable reconunendations can be 
made. 

2. The cost figure of US$ 7,000 per settler family (para 1 2 d) 
I would like to see critically examined. I would like to know the breakdown 
of this figure and how it applies to the project examples given. I prefer 
to start working from the bottom up instead of from the top down: which 
are the requirements to make a land development/settlement project an 
economic success from the smallholders' and from the country's point of view. 

3. I sincerely wonder if a projected farm income earned in a land 
development/settlement project of 25% above the expected rural income will 
be sufficient incentive to attract droves of enthusiastic settlers willing 
to leave the home area and relatives behind and to start a new life some
where else. I would like to have this figure critically examined against 
experiences in such projects and against smallholders' aspirations. 

TPrins:adf 
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WORLD BANK/ INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. Owen Price 

K. Ar~Handran 

Land Settlement Draft Issues Paper 

DATE: September 9, 1~•7' 

My comments on above issues paper are as follows: 

I. Target Income 

1.1 The draft issues paper suggests that at project maturity a 
target income which exceeds expected average rural income by at least 
25% seems appropriate. The paper however does not define target income 
- (ie) whether it is net farm income before income tax, if any and/or 
debt repayment or after such deductions. If target income means income 
after income tax and/or debt repayment then we will be talking about 
target cash flow rather than target income. This cash flow will, in 
certain cases, be significantly greater after repayment of the "debt". 

1.2 It should be noted that if we compare the average rural income!/ 
with the net cash flow of the settler at project maturity, we may be 
comparing two different positions. In the latter case the settler will 
own a house and also hold title to a plantation property (however small 
it may be) whereas earlier he would probably have been a mere wage earner. 
Whatever basis is adopted, the term "target income" should be defined. 

II. Public Sector Development Costs 

2.1 In deciding on the above costs, sufficient attention should 
be paid to the facilities which would be required to attract "sufficient 
financial, technical and administrative support". A mere provision of "much 
more attractive terms of service" will not necessarily induce staff wit h 
the required expertise to spend some year~1in distant settlements. It is 
not an uncommon feature in some countries- for specialist staff to run two 
homes, one in the settlement area and the other in a developed area to en
able .their children to have a proper education. This is an undesirable 
situation. 

1/ The rural wage? 
2/ Indonesia, Malaysia 

K.Arichandran/ ag 
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INTEHNATIONAL BAUK ro11 I l 'l rt,~NAT101u11. rrtJANCt: 
REC:ON STflU CTION AND Df V[LOPMENT CORPOH ATION 

OFFICE MEMORAND~ ·~ 
TO~ Mr. O. Pric e 

FROM: Michael Becnstock 

SUBJECT: Land Settlement Draft Issues Paper 

DATE: September 15, 1976 

At this early stage I would not wish to comment on the details of 
the paper . However, I hope initial reactions on some of its general 
principles will not go amiss. With this in mind I would like to identify 
three main areas where clarification and poss ibly further consideration 
might be useful. The first r elates to the so-called "New Bank Methodology" 
of investment appraisal described on page 50. The second is the appropriate 
financial policy for particular proj ects with particular reference to 
the provision of grants rather than loans. The third relates to the 
choice between land resettlement and competing investment opportunities . 

1. The New Bank Methodology (NBM) 

The NBM on investment appraisal proceeds from the premise that the 
classical rate of return criterion might be anti- social in the sens e tha t 
it might confl ict with objectives for income dis tribution and employment 
generat i on. Accordingly the NBM would tend to favor proj ects where unit 
family costs were · low. 

Perhaps the NBM has already received a scientific exposition elsewhere . 
But a s it stands the Paper gives the impression that the NBM falls short of 
being a methodology which may be applied without creating undue controversy . 
Instead it appears to be an almost infinitely elas tic concept which could 
always be stretched to satisfy every project appraisor in a differ ent and 
equally 'meani ngful' way . 

However, in the fir s t instance it is not obvious that the NBM ' s 
basic premise is correct. Secondly , in a 'second best' (in the economic 
sens~ world i.e. where the rate of r e turn criterion happ ened to conflict 
with other social obj ectives the neo-classical approach to investment appr;:iisa l 
could be augmented to allow for premia on social objectives such as empl oymen t, 
income distribution etc . However, these premia along with shadow wage 
rates etc. would b e directly incorporated into the cost benefit calculation and 
would have to be pre-stated in as scientific a fashio n as possible , as is 
the case with shadow prices and the such like. Otherwise the NBM could lead 
to the unreasonable conclusion that investments be spread with ineffectual 
thinness over as large a population as possible. 

Income distribution and income creation, in the first instance , 
should be considered as separate issues which as policy objec t ives require 
separa t e policy instruments . Normally income di tribution is essentially 
a fiscal matter and it would be inefficient to use investment policy to 
achieve income distribution objectives. Investments which earn the highest 
social rates of return would generate the great st social incomes which 
thro•1gh an appropriat e tax s t ructure would provide ~he greates t pos sible 
base for satisfying income distribution objectives. Under these circumst3nc es 
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the rate of return criterion, does not conflict with income distribution 
objectives; it complements them. Mirrlees a nd Atkinson among others have 
discussed how th e r e could be a conflict at some stage where prog r essive 
tax structures might reduce investment and work incentives to a level 
whe r e the poor suffer inst ead of benefi ting. However , th e basic com
plementarity between income distribution and creation would seem to be 
clear. 

There could be a conflict between income and employment creation. 
But presumably the main concern of th e poor is to obtain income in th e 
first instance rather than work of a lower than otherwise average 
productivity. However, if we prejudge this not to be so - and we would 
need very strong justification for so doing - a scientifica lly appraised 
employment premium should be incorporated in the standard cost-benefit 
analysis. Only in this way could the area of ambiguity be r educed. 

The fallacy in the employment objective can readily be seen in the 
case of most oil investment where pre-tax rates of return a t present world 
oil prices are very high, but where employment creation tends to be very 
low. The employment objective of the NBM would tend to preclude oil 
development when through the tax structure it may provide significant 
and desirable amounts of income for the population as a whol e . What is 
true for oil investment is also true in principle for l and resettlement; 
the tax system is the instrument for the redistribution of income and the 
rate of return criterion indicates where the most income might be created. 

But if the tax system is inadequate and cannot be improved and if no 
other methods for income redistribution are available it may be necessary 
in this 'second best' situation to incorporate a distribution premium 
alongside any employment premia into the standa rd cost-benefit analysis. 
Once again this premiufil would have to be scientifically ~ppraised. 

2. Grants or Subsidies 

The Paper does not sufficiently clarify the criteria for providing 
a settler with a grant which provides no cost-recovery rather than a loan 
which does. Moreover, if settlers should be subsidized is it more ef ficien t 
to provide a grant or a loan at a subsidiz ed rate of interest or some 
combination of the two? Once again thes e issues may have been elucidated 
elsewhere e.g. -in Ray's paper. 

In the first ins tanc e , however , a subsidized loan would be more 
efficient than a grant since th e marginal costs of the loan could be 
more easi l y brought into line with the marginal stream of benefits . However, 
the case fo r a subsidy would tend to rest on the presence of externalities 
which create a divergence between the priva t e and social rates of re t urn . 
If e.g . the social rate of return is 15% on the marginal project wherea s 
the private rate of re turn is only 12% the loan should be subsidized by 
three percentage points (or thereabouts). Cost recovery itself would not 
be a prime criterion. ~1at counts is socia l cost recovery but this would 
i~ any event be reflected in the social rate of return . 

- .- ,? 
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3. Land Resettlement v ersu~ Other Investments 

The Paper does not place land r esett l ement in its wider context. 
Perhaps this was not the int ent ion. Nevertheless , the case for resett l ement 
is only a rela tive one where r esources are scarce . In t he Indonesian con
text wh e r e transmigr a tion and land resettlemen t a r e so interwoven t h is · 
is particularly important . For example there may be industrial a nd otl1er 
projects in Java which enjoy higher expect ed social r ates of return than 
resettl ement pro jects in Sumatera . Indeed, under-employmen t in Java 
and the ostensible n eed for tr a n smigration might be the symptom of a 
failur e to realize on industrial and othe r investments in Java on account 
of macro rather than micro economic considerations such as the possib l e 
deflationary effects on the economy of a fixed exchange rate at a time of 
domestic inflation . 

No doubt, at some stage , those issues would be covered in a Programs 
Pap_er. 

4. Other Issues 
i) The Role of Planning :-

The rol e of government and planning in resettl emen t is not clearly 
defined, yet we are told that post mortems indicate that the spontan eous 
settl ements have on the whole been no more unsuc cess f ul than th eir planned 
count e rparts. Nevertheless, it appears t o be taken as axiomatic t hat 
planning and gov e rnment participation is d es ira ble and the s pontaneous 
settlement is h armful . Apart from the provisibn of infra-structure , the 
dissemina tion o f information and the provision of scientifically derived 
subsidies it is not clear what the role o f pl a nning i s . A crucial question 
here is who perceives the risk b e tt e r, the planners or the settlers themselves? 

Related to this is the bias towar ds compreh ensive rather tha n 
piecemeal planning. After all, the histo ry of th e reset tl emen t of the USA 
is one o f competitive provision of finance within a piec emea l context. 
At some stage the quantitative natur e of any planning ~ould have to be 
justified . My gu ess is that the spontaneous settlers like the frontie rsmen 
of the last century should provide the basis for investment in r eset tl ment 
rather than investing in planned resettlement per se unl ess there arc 
outstanding reasons for so doing. 

ii) The Resettlement Premium:-

It is argued th a t settlers should b e offered a 25 % income premium 
as an incentive . If there is so much spontaneous migration it is not c lear 
why such an incentive i~ required. The appropriate transfer income would 
be based on the observed income of thos e who had already resettled . In the 
absence of spontan e ous settlement , most probably a 25 % premium would not be· 
sufficient in the light of empirical studies of risk . But under these 
circumstances the rate of return on resettlement would in any event tend 
to be manifestly low. 

cc: Messrs . BLlckwood 

mb / mh 

HcGarry 
Gray 



The EAST-WEST CENTER Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 

EAST-WEST TECHNOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE 

Dr. Michael Cernea 
Agriculture and Rural Development Department 
The World Bank 
1818 N. Street,N.W. 
Washington,D.C. 20433 

Dear Dr. Cernea; 

September 22,1976 

Aloha! Thank you for your continuing interest in my elusive 
World Bank paper. Let me give you some further background on it as a 
way of explaining why I have _decided not to write it. In October
November of 1975,we ran an intensive research training workshop for 
social scientists from Bangladesh,Indonesia,and the Philippines as the 
first stage in a research project designed to assess the employment 
and income effects of intermediate institutions. The World Bank 
Rural Development paper was one of the first readings in that workshop. 
It was also the topic of a panel discussion by myself,Gary Hansen and 
Richard Morse of our staff and Dr. Syed Rahim, now of the Communications 
Institute but formerly with the Bangladesh Planning Commission. In the 
course of the panel discussion,one of the panel members called the 
paper a milestone. I thought that excessive and the idea for the paper 
followed. In the interim, Dr. Dennis Rondinelli was with us as a Senior 
Fellow. Because of his interaction with the Bank, I was able to learn 
more about the between the lines compromises. Later discussions with 
others,including Larry Hannah,now with IDRC in Korea, aided further my 
insight. The more I came to know,the less inclined I was to draw 
conclusions and the more inclined I was to ask new questions. Because 
of that and because of what I believe was a correct judgment,namely 
that the audience at a Rural Sociological meeting would not be acquainted 
with or generous toward the work of the Bank, it did not seem appropriate 
to pursue the matter as originally planned. 

However, the questions which I had;, have been pursued elsewhere 
and in an indirect way,form a central element of a major project we are 
now developing. If you will pardon a deluge of materials,the Asian 
Survey,Agricultural Administration,and Social Information papers all 
represent my perspective on a number of the questions raised in the 
Sector paper. For me, the major question is the broad one of social 
information,--what kinds of information are relevant and how can they 
be fruitfully inserted into critical portions of the policy and planning 
processes. Questions of sustainment,equity,and access are not subject 
to economic operationalization aione,--however · elegant! 

CENTE R FOR CULTU RAL AND TECHNICAL INTE RCHANGE BETWEEN EAST AND WEST 

An educational instirurio.n of the CovPrnmenl of ,hP United States of America in coorera,ion with thC' Umver,ity of H.1waii- An fquaf Opport unity Empfover 
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2. 

The fourth paper, the one on Technology Assessing, is the one about 
which I would like to pick your brain. It represents an early think-
piece on a very broad problem but one that is keyed around the following 
emphases: what are the processes and dimensions which guide the allocation 
of research resources and what are the processes and criteria which 
shape the evaluation and translation of research outputs into 
policy and planning options? By focusing on the interaction between 
technical and social information we are trying to determine the 
degrees to which the organizational implications of alternative 
technologies and alternative policy instruments to encourage efficient 
technology transfer and utilization are present in the allocation of 
Rand D resources and in research evaluation. What are the roles of 
scientific and social scientific communities in the above processes? 
What are the major interrelations between alternative technologies and 
social organization and what are the mechanisms available for incorporating 
that information on a systematic basis into critical policy arenas? 
The think piece pursues these emphases in some greater detail. 

I am leaving on October 22nd for a rather lengthy trip to Europe 
and Asia as part of the development of the Technology Assessing project. 
I will be in the Washington area from November 3rd to 6th and would 
like very much to meet with you during that time to get your feedback 
on the technology assessing paper and to talk a bit more broadly about 
your own view of the role of social information in the Bank's operations. 
If you think there are others I should also be talking to I would 
be very appreciative. I should note parenthetically that the Countries 
most likely to be involved in the Technology Assessing project are Iran, 
Nepal,India,the Philippines,Taiwan, and Japan. If you have any thoughts 
about with whom we might be talking in those Countries,particularly 
Iran, I would find that very helpful. 

Dr. Cernea, I know this represents an imposition,but I would 
very much like to meet you and get your insights on these questions. If 
you can confirm an appointment time and get it to me before October 
22nd,that would greatly assist my own planning. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

With best wishes. 

Associate 
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ABSTRACT 

Research conducted in the Philippines suggests that 

the conventional understanding of sustained agricultural 

change is not operating. What is operating, in the context 

of the 'green revolution', is confusion between measuring 

administrative performance and indigenous social change. After 

indicating what the difference between these two might be 

empirically, the problem which remains is: What questions 

does social information have to answer if it is to play an 

important role in the articulation,allocation,and evaluation 

of policies to encourage sustained agricultural change? The 

question is answered in a preliminary fashion through discussion 

of 3 points: (l)the distinction between utilization and 

indigenization of new technologies,(2)the concept of social 

opportunity costs and(3)the characteristics of an appropriate 

social information system. 



SOCIAL INFORMATION AND POLICY CHOICES: 
THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE "INDIGENOUS" GREEN REVOLUTION 

INTRODUCTION 

The enthusiasm which accompanied the introduction of 

high-yielding rice varieties in the mid-1960's has been replaced 

by a concern for sustaining utilization where adoption has already 

occurred(Barker,197l;Mukerjee and Lockwood,1973;Welsch and 

Tongpan,1973;Herdt and Wickham,1974;Koppel,1976a)as well as 

extending adoption to new areas. In order to meet these objectives 

policies are being designed in several countries and being 

promoted by major international assistance agencies which are 

based on two assumptions. First,HYV(high-yielding variety) 

utilization is a bridge to agricultural intensification and 

broader commercialization where a bridge was not previously 

available(Brown,L.,1968). While it is ·re~ognized that HVY 

seeds are only one element in a package composed of seeds plus 

complementary chemical and managerial inputs, it is the seeds 

which make the application of those inputs sensible(Falcon and 

Gotsch,197l;Sindhu,1974). Second, public policies which emphasize 

making important technical inputs(materials and information) 

available can shorten the time needed for farmers to move from 

simply HYV adoption to intensified private investment in 

complementary inputs(Hardin,1969;Brown,D.,197l;Schutjer and 
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Coward,197l;Fisher,1972;0wens and Shaw,1972;Hayami,1974; 

Cohen,1975;Lele,1976). 

The object of this paper is to argue that both assumptions 

are more appropriate as descriptions of administrative performance 

than as indicators of indigenous social change. In making that 

argument,two themes will be stressed:(l)the adoption of high-. 
yielding rice seeds and increased investment by farmers in 

complementary inputs(water,chemicals)are not two points on the 

same diffusion curve and (2)technology delivery policies have 

not contributed to strengthening the link between seed adoption 

and private investment in agricultural inputs. The argument is 

extended to critical aspects of rural development policy,--client 

group identification and policy evaluation,--where two broad 

themes are discussed:(l)the distin~tion between utilization 

and indigenization as elements of sustained technological 

change and (2)the concept of social opportunity co~ts and how 

it might be related to the allocation of policy resources. Finally, 

it is argued that the development of policies to encourage 

sustained change will require a significant increase in the 

role of sociar information in expanding policy choices and 

in assessing the efficacy of particular choices. The paper 

will draw principally on research conducted in the Philippines. 

ARE THE TWO ASSU~tPTIONS VALID FOR THE PHILIPPINES? 

The two major assumptions of the green revolution 

literature are derived from a broader paradigm(Schultz,1951; 
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1953,1964;1968)that has dominated conceptualization about 

policies and agricultural change. That paradigm is presented 

schematically in figure 1. New technologies disturb the 

FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE 

basic equilibrium of agricultural economies,principally 

by allocating major new income streams to early adopters. Two 

problems result. The first is that since new income may not 

be reinvested into productive activities locally, but rather 

is exported from the region through purchase of consumption 

goods, the levels of inequality within regions may increase. 

The assumed employment and income externalities of new technologies 

often do not materialize at the point of utilization. The 

second problem is that for a variety of reasons, early adopters 

will attempt to limit broader access to the new technologies,-~ 

a limitation which may threaten a regime's welfare and even 

stability goals. The recommended response from the public 

sector is to implement re-equilibrating policies to capture 

and productively channel new income streams and compensatory 

policies to enhance access to new technologies and provide the 

benefits of (subsidized)market participation. Beyond their 

immediate objectives, the policies encourage two significant 

responses. First, they lead to an increase in effective 

demand for a variety of economic goods and services localiy. 

Second, they lead to a positive response to that demand 

through private investment in an enlarged economic infratsructure. 
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The combination of demand for and supply of economic institutions 

represents an expansion of the effective scope of the market 

economy(Schultz,1968;Schutjer and Coward,1971). It is this 

expansion which facilitates the return to equilibrium and it 

is widened participation in the market which assures the 

benefits of new technologies are distributed more broadly 

(Ruttan,1966;Hymer and Resnick,1969). The two assumptions of 

the green revolution literature are derived from this paradigm. 

The first asumption argues that without _new technologies, 

intensified production will only be a limited po?sibility 

and there will not be many compelling reasons for market 

expansion that is locally based. The second assumption argues 

that the time needed to move from the introduction of new 

technologies to a broader commercial resp::>nse(the creation 

of private demand for complementary inputs and the meeting 

of that demand through various supp~y activities)can be 

significantly shortened through the effective use of re

equilibrating and compensatory policies. 

Are those two assumptions appropriate characterizations 

of the green revolution in the Philippines? To answer this 

question,research was conducted on 84 potential green revolution 

barrios1 in the heart of the leading rice-producing province 

(Iloilo) in the Philippines. If the two assumptions are 

correct, then classification analysis should yield the following 
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patterns: · 

B~fore HYV's introduced: 

After HYV's introduced: 

Low private investment in 

all barrios,but eventual 

green revolution barrios 

characterized by higher levels 

ot market infrastructure. 

Higher levels of private 

investment in green revolution 

barrios,especially where there 

is a combination of existing 

infrastructure and supportive 

public policies operating. 

The criterion variable for the classifications is HYV adoption. 

If more than half the cultivated land in a barrio is planted 

to HYV's by 1970,three years after the seeds first became 

available, the barrio is defined as an HYV barrio. By 1970, 

60% of the Province's riceland was planted to HYV's. That 

proportion has increased since 1974, but this reflects withdrawl 

of . land from rice cultivation rather than wider diffusion of 

seeds. Since variation in tenure categories or parcel sizes 

is not large, basing the variable on land use is a reasonable 

surrogate for aggregated farm-level choices. Five groupings 

of classification variables ·are employed:village social 

structure,market structure,alternative land uses.agricultural 
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inputs provided through public policy,and agricultural inputs 

applied through private investment. The groupings represent 

important influences on choice and mix of agricultural 

technologies in a community. Village social structure taps 

the group context within which individual farm household 

resource allocation decision are made(Coughenour,1964;Sandhu 

and Allen,1974). Market structure refers to accessibility 

to supporting services and outlets(Mosher,1969;Frankel,1969; 

Hayami and Ruttan,1971). Alternative land uses indicate 

where rice cultivation itself is a variable(Hsieh,1957;Afzal, 

1971). Agricultural inputs made available through technology 

delivery policies and those incorporated into particular 

production functions through private investment constitute the 

two sources of complementary inputs(Falcon and Gotsch,1971; 

Child and Kaneda;l975). The variables and their indicators 

are described in table 1. 

TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE 

A discriminant function classification for 1967(the year 

before HYV availability)is the basis for assessing which barrios 

in 1967 could be expected to be HYV barrios by 1970. The 

assumptions under questions would suggest that barrios with 

higher indicators of economic infrastructure(market access, 

differentiation) would be the likely candidates for rapid HYV 

adoption. Increasing distance from the Municipal market center, 

higher levels of differentiation and a higher probability of 
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maximum coverage by public soil testing policy during the 1961-

1967 period are the major variables supporting HYV classifi

cation. Privately initiated soil testing, solidarity and private 

investment in improved irrigation delivery - capacity are the 

major variables supporting classification as a non-HYV barrio. 

TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE 

The 1967 function runs counter to the two assumptions. Private 

investment in agricultural inputs precedes the availability of 

HYV's in the region and is not tied to publically provided inputs. 

Distance from the poblacion is important,but its role is not 

consistent with market access expectations: barrios more distant 

from the poblacion are more likely to be classified as HYV 

communities. Higher levels of 1967 differentiation are 

associated with HYV adoption,--supporting hypotheses that have 

been expressed since the early days of the green revolution 

(Von Der Mehden,1969:64). However, the association of another 

structural variable, solidarity, with · private investment 

in agricultural inputs and with non-HYV barrios is intriguing. 

If barrio solidarity is an important aspect of group social 

structure having implications for the likelihood of individual 

innovation(Mar.ch and Coleman,1956;Young and Coleman,1959; 

Van den Ban,1960;Coughnenour,1964,Qadir,1966)then the new seeds 

apparently were not to represent innovation in a region where 

formerly there was no innovation. Private investment was already 

underway,but not in the HYV barrios. 

,... __, 
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If the two assumptions at issue are correct, there 

should be a greater correspondence between private investment 

in agricultural inputs,complementary inputs provided through 

the public sector, and an HYV classification in the 1970 

function. To test this, the 1970 function includes all the 

variables for the 1967 function plus variables covering the 

1968-1970 period. For the 1970 function, the major variables 

associated with an HYV classification are: high differentiation, 

high probability of maximum allocation of public soil tests,and 

high utilization of pumps provided thro~gh the public sector. 

Classification as a non-HYV barrio was associated with the 

development of new commercial sugar farming,privately initiated 

soil testing, and solidarity in the period prior to HYV 

availability. Private investment in agricultural inputs 

after HYV's became available does not play a significant role . 
in discriminating HYV and non-HYV barrios. The basic pattern 

associating private investment and community social structure 

is established before HYV availability. If public policies 

affect this relationship at all, it is through the consequences 

of a high-payoff production strategy: access to good seeds 

was narrowed 2and private factor supply markets were weakened 

(Koppel, 1976b). 

HYV's did not lead to greater private investment in 

agricultural inputs,but such investment was already occurring 

outside HYV barrios. A majority of a community's rice-growers 
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were likely to adopt HYV rice seeds if subsidized inputs were 

available. It follows that while public policies may have been 

successful in accelerating seed diffusion,the conventional 

measure of the green revolution,it would be difficult to 

conclude these same policies were linked to private investment 

to acquire similar agricultural inputs,a potential measure 

of an earlier indigenous green revolution. 

The Iloilo research reported here is not the'only 

Philippine research to suggest that the new rice technology was 

not an "engine of change"(Brown,1968:694)in a lethargic 

rural society. In a study of HYV adoption among 866 farmers 

in another part of the Philippines, Ma:ngahas ( 1970) concluded 

that utilization of more advanced production practices(e.g. 

straight row planting)was the best predictor of HYV adoption. 

Farm tenure,farm size,interest rate,marketed surplus ratio 

and pump irrigation were not critical. However, as Castillo 

( 1975) has pointed out, how can · the adopti.on of. recommended 

practices be explained? The Iloilo research suggests the 

answer does not necessarily lie in conventional aggregations 

of individual characteristics. The literature is replete with 

inconsistent evidence of this sort(Mangahas and Librero,1973; 

Griffin,1974;IRRI,1975). The answer may lie instead in the 

social organization of rural communities and the relationships 

of social structure to the probable scope and domain of 

individual innovativeness. In Iloilo, those relationships 
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operated prior to the introduction of HYV's and the application 

of supportive technical policies. 

UTILIZATION AND INDIGENIZATION: ALTERNATIVE ROUTES TO SUSTAimrnNT? 

The policies which accompanied the diffusion of HYV rice 

seeds in the Philippines have been generally characterized as 

good examples of what can be accomplished with high levels of 

coordination and administrative mobilization(Arcega,1969; 

DeGuzman,1970;Iglesias,1973). The Philippine research 

reported here and elsewhere(Koppel,1975a;l975b;l976b)does not 

contradict the claims for administrative performance,but it 

does raise some basic questions about high-payoff production 

strategies and about the ultimate effectiveness of policies 

which assume that local innovativeness in rural settings is 

dependent on or reactions to new technologies. To explore this 

point and particularly its relationship to sustained change, it 

is necessary to review briefly what the major policy position 

about sustained agriculturar change is. It is a position 

which rests much more heavily on utilization than indigenization. 

A well-established assumption of economic approa0hes to 

agricultural change is that utilization of new technologies, 

if profitable and feasible,will occur until something more 

profitable or feasible is available. It follows that policies 

which encourage utilization of new technologies and which make 

a reasonable return possible, contribute to sustained growth in 

agriculture(Lele,1976), In these terms,indigenization is measured 

by private investment and by the emergence of economic institutions 
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in response to demand for their outputs. Such policies will 

typically concentrate on individual farmers and will measure 

their success in terms of area planted and number of farmers 

planting. 

Indigenization can be defined more abstractly as the full 

absorption of a technology into the broad production systems 

characterizing a community. One way to measure this type 

of indig~nization is in terms of technology adaptation,--

the selective incorporation of the components of a new technology 

(Sindhu,1974). Selective utilization may not be a particularly 

durable indicator,however, in contexts where new technologies 

are available below their real costs. There is another view 

which links the problem of indigenization and sustainment 

to broader organizational capabilities. For example , there 

can be an emphasis beyond the technologies adopted to the 

elaboration of practices and behaviors around technologies, 

elaboration which represents an allocation of resources which 

might have gone elsewhere productively and thus have an opportunity 

cost. If that allocation is made under local initiative, then 

it is assumed it will be maintained under a broad variety of 

conditions. Another example is the renewed interest in the 

role of intermediate institutions in rural development(Owens and 

· Shaw,1972;Stavis,1974;Koppel,1976a). The difference between these 

views of sustainment and their relationship to utilization and 

indigenization are illustrated in Table 3. As can be seen 

..... 
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TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE 

there, the "best" approach to supporting rapid diffusion is 

not necessarily the "best" approach to ensuring that what 

was diffused will continue to be used. without permanent external 

support. 

The point is not that agricultural change produced by the 

in~roduction of technical inputs through policy instruments 

is unsustainable,--in terms of investment or organizational 

development. The point is that the choice of policy instru

ments, the manner in which they are allocated among barrios, 

and the sequence of their use must draw a balance between 

(l)bringing new technologies into a locality efficiently and 

achieving reasonable degrees of predictability and comparability 

to similar localities in the results of technology utilization 

and (2)ensuring that new technologies ·a~dress locally 

perceived needs and that the organizational implications 

of technology utilization do not excessively strain local 

self-management capacities. 

SOCIAL OPPORTUNITY COSTS AS A CLASSIFICATIO~ PROBLEM 

~ne implication of the Iloilo research is that classifi

cation analysis may provide an approach to client identification 

that will yield more realistic estimates of the costs of 

including and excluding particular groups from policy coverage. 

A second implication of the research is that policies which 

seek sustained change as an objective rather than utilization 
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of new technologies alone might have to define social opportunity 

costs in a different manner than is typically the case. Social 

opportunity costs are typically assessed in terms of income 

and employment benefits which are foregone. The Iloilo research 

suggests that social opportunity costs might need to be assessed 

more directly in terms of innovative social processes which 

go unexplicated and unmobilized. 

Allocation of public resources is in many basic senses 

a classification question. Whether the resources are symbolic 

or political goods or more mundane distribution of pesticides, 

allocation is usually a problem of reaching some group and 

excluding some other group. Cost-benefit analysis or some version 

\ of it,whicn guide both feasibility(Squire and van der Tak,1975) 

and evaluation(World Bank,1974)judgements assess opportunity 

costs in relation to output levels(income and employment are_ 

defined as the outcomes of various economic inputs). This 

assessment may involve somewhat misleading comparisons. Either 

there is no 'control group' except the client group before the 

policy treatment or the control group is matched on access to 

economic inputs. The first strategy is the classic problem of 

pilot projectsAwhich fail when generalized;the groups are 

atypical and the effects of history are often strong(Brown,1971; 

Cohen,1975). The second strategy yields incorrect conclusions 

where variance on access to particular economic inputs were 

not critical factors in explaining different output levels 
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If the objective of indigenization is specified, then for 

the Iloilo communities examined, it could be argued that 

policies were well orchestrated but directed at the wrong 

communities. The scope of likely sustainment may be considerably 

less than the one-half indicated by the proportion of 

barrios in the HYV group(42 of 84). In 1967, 13 HYV barrios 

and in 1970,10 HYV barrios were misclassified as non-HYV 

because they were excluded by policy. However, these same 

communities had generated significant private investment 

in agricultural inputs before the HYV seeds became available 

and they were communities characterized by significant indications 

of solidarity. It can be argued that these are the barrios in 

which sustainment is most probable. Identification of appropriate 

client groups in terms of the levels of particular inputs 

(located on a public irrigation system) and particular outputs 

(existing production levels)cin be supplemented by attention 

to the input transformation processes which "utilize" inputs 

and yield "outputs". That would have the effect of providing 

a clearer basis for judging the uniqueness of a group and for 

assessing the costs of allocating policy in one way rather 

than another. For the communities in this analysis, differentiation 

and solidarity could have been used as allocation criteria 

in addition to the agronomic and economic criteria which were 

used. 

The question of client group identification and its link 

to policy assessment has been given new attention,--partially 
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because of the inconsistent conclusions of the green revolution 

research and partially because of altered thinking by major 

foundations and international lending agencies about the 

proper emphases in rural development. Reflecting the general 

shift toward concentration on the rural poor, the recent 

World Bank Rural Development Sector Policy Paper(l975)shows 

evidence of some debate within the Bank about whether income 

or farm size should be the basis for allocation of development 

resources. Income or farm size may be intelligible in 

terms of scale factors and as surrogate indicators of access 

to certain technologies, but they have no automatic relationship 

to innovativeness, openness to change,organizational skills, 

and other factors which may be much more closely linked to 

indigenization and sustainable change. 

SOCIAL INFORHATION AND POLICY CHOICES 

A major implication of the Iloilo research is that it 

suggests what some of the roles of social information in the 

. rural development process may be. Policies which have as 

explicit objectives sustained expansion in agricultural output 

will need to be characterized by at least three attributes. 

First,they wil~ need to be tied much more closely to explicating 

existing organizational and innovative capabilities. Second, 

they will need to be derived from a broader array of possible 

policy instruments,reflecting greater accomodation to diverse 

conditions and the complex tradeoffs implied by decentralization. 
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Third, to even begin to aspire to the first two attributes, 

the policy process will need to be infused by significantly 

greater and more sensitive social information. The criteria 

which that information will need to satisfy are not exclusively 

derived from the canons of professional sociology. The 

criteria will need as well to reflect an awareness of the 

structure of policy development and the needs associated with 

implementation. 

Any attempt at client group identification,policy 

assessment and evaluation of true opportunity costs in the 

allocation of policy resources already depends heavily on 

available information. This presents some special problems 

for social .information needs. First,beyond problems of reliability 

and currency, available information is often not constituted 

in a manner to facilitate policy choices ·in the terms 

being discussed here. The heavy emphases on demographic data 

is only rarely supplemented by occupational data(the latter 

is of limited relevance in many rural areas because of the 

importance of seasonal and secondary occupations)and organizational 

information. ~ost countries recognize this, which leads to 

a second problem. The major cost of project by project data 

generation is not financial. Even a casual perusal of 

project feasibility reports reveals two points:(l)increasing 

concern for social considerations has led to a variety of 

efforts to supply social information, b~t(2) there is very 
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little evidence to suggest that the information is anything 

other than dressing. It probably only has a marginal influence 

on decision-making by international and national development 

agencies(Rondinelli,1976 ). The real cost · then is that all 

concerned may believe they have taken "social factors" into 

consideration. What are the alternatives? 

One alternative is social indicators, but the state of the 

art both methodologically · and substantively is problematical. 

Most indicator systems in LDC's lack continuity,but what 

is more serious, they lack a constituency in policy circles. 

Some systems are,from some viewpoints, good sociology and 

statistics, but they are not adjusted to policy needs. Some 

systems are so adjusted to policy needs,they lack credibility 

for purposes of evaluating alternatives . 

· Belland Duloy(l974 : 237),in arguing for an approach to 

clearer identification of poverty groups "and their economic 

and social characteristics'' propose . a statistical framework 

built around the household as a unit of analysis. But how 

often do policies deal with individual households? In most 

rural communities, are administrators even seeking indicators 

so sensitive they can calibrate the appropriateness of all the 

households in a community for a particular policy? Is it 

logical to separate households from the social context in 

which they operate? 

The challenge for · social scientists is to generate 
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social information that is discriminating enough to generate 

new policy options,sensitive enough to represent accurately 

key social processes and rigorous enough to support choice 

among alternative policy instruments. At the least that means 

seven characteristics. First,information must have continuity. 

Without continuity, arguments about what kinds of information 

are needed case by case will have diminishing returns in 

·terms of information generated and will contribute to a 

slowing down in the incremental development of increasingly 

better information. Second,it follows that what is required 

are social variables with multiple indicators rather than 

multiple indicators alone. Commitment to particular variables 

may be an .uncomfortable proposition for some, but without 

this step, there seem to be few ~lternatives to the generation 

of more or less data with scant notion of how or why any might 

be used. Linking variables to a multiple indicator strategy 

places data types on some scale of "best approximation" and 

it provides an opening for a flexible · rather than disorde·red 

approach to the incorporation of new data types over time. 

Third,variables have to be able to discriminate within groups, 

particularly within 'poverty' groups as well as point out 

that societies have a good deal of inequality~ Changes in the 

overall stratification of rural societies are of less interest 

than indications of movement within segments of the have-not 

group. Fourth, variables need to pay major attention to 
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cornrnunities and other intermediate social units as units of 

analysis. This follows not simply from the premise that 

the community is the one social organization in which all have 

membership, but that the factors influencing the growth and 

decline of intermediate social units are also influencing the 

structure of poverty and the scope for technological innovation. 

Fifth, the information system must be feasible, a characteristic 

that can mean piggybacking existing vehicles of data collection. 

It can also mean considerably more innovative approaches to data 

gathering taking advantage of the numerous schools and colleges 

that dot rural landscapes and developing the ability of 

communities to monitor themselves. Sixth, social information 

must have a policy constituency that understands i~. This 

is a crucial point and perhaps the one that existing social 

information systems have coped with the least effectively. 

There are several examples in Asia and the United States of 

very promising starts at social information systems,but their . 
role in the policy process has .been severely constrained 

by the willingness in some instances to leave such systems as 

cosmetic attributes and the inability in other instances 

to know how to do otherwise. The lag time between identification 

of social problems and the articulation of policy choices based 

on the same data is an illustration of the latter problem. 

Seventh, there is a need for social scientists to respond to 

the limits of particular conceptualizations of the relationships 

between technological change and social organization; 
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conceptualizations which include the convention of structuring 

statistical accounting systems to conform to categories developed 

by and for industrialized societies. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper has had two objectives:(l)to place the 

green revolution in a context that has been recognized relatively 

recently,that of sustaining agricultural change, and to ask 

to what extent conventional indicators of the green revolution 

are measuring administrative and policy performance rather 

than indigenous social change;and (2)to suggest what some of 

the major policy implications of the sustainment_ problem are 

with emphasis on the role of social information in policy 

processes. The paper has not argued that the new seed technology 

is a failure. The argument has been made ,however,that the 

complementarities critical for full productive capacity have 

not been wholly dependent upon the availability of HYV's 

for emergence. By concentrating on.a narrow spectrum of 

agronomic and economic attributes, extension and technical 

support policies risk incomplete appropriation of available 

innovative possibilities. In that sense, the high-payoff 

production strategies may prove to be low-payoff sustainment 

strategies. This is not equivalent to an argument for sacrificing 

welfare objectives on the alter of rural entrepreneurship. To 

the extent that welfare can be linked t6 economic growth, 

however, it would seem necessary to begin where local innovation 

-
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is already occurring. The challenge is to infuse into 

policy processes a broader understanding of social innovation 

and its economic implications. 

Much rural development policy evaluation amounts to an 

assessment of alternative policy instruments in terms of 

delivery capabilities. This carries an inherent bias against 

local change and often leads to definitions of success 

which assume that local change is absent. A concern for the 

emergence of local structures to generate and utilize new 

technological inputs,whatever the welfare objectives, requires 

greater attention to the local and regional forces behind the 

choice of technologies and to the difference between change 

which is a guage of local creativity and change which . is a 

measure of administrative performance. The most crucial role 

of social information in the poli~y process is to make that 

difference clear. 
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NOTES 

1. From a population of 338 contiguous barrios,chosen 

because they constituted the heart of the Province's rice area, 

84 barrios were identified as potential green revolution 

barrios if either of the following conditions held: (l)paddy 

rice was the major agricultural land use in the year before 

HYV's became available(1967),or(2)topographically and 

agronomically ,the barrio was suitable for lowland rice 

cultivation on all its land. 

2. In late 1967, HYV seeds were made available to 18 

farmer-cooperators by the Agricultural Productivity Commission 

(APC). The farmer-cooperators then engaged in seed-

production while APC extension workers informed other farmers 

who was the closest farmer-cooperator • By 1970,the Bureau . 
of Plant Industry(BPI),which had formal responsibility for 

certified seed production, began to take a more active role 

in producing certified HYV seeds in Iloilo. Access to both 

APC and BPI seeds was restricted to those farmers covered 

by the Rice and Corn Production Coordinating Council program,-

essentially farmers having direct access to a public irrigation 

system. · Other farmers had to purchase seeds from unregulated 

private growers,where quality was problematical,or from the 

black market. 

r 



3. I want to thank Ruth Young for emphasizing this point 

to me. Subsequent discussions in Bangladesh,Indonesia and 

the Philippines substanti~ted its relevance. 
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Table 1. Classification Variables. 

GROUPING 

Village Social 
Structure 

Market Structure 

Alternative 
Land Use 

VARIABLE 

Differentiationl 

Centrality 2 

Solidarity3 

Market . · 
Access ib il i ty 4 

Market SizeS 

Export 
Agriculture 6 

Agricultural Irrigation 7 
Inputs Provided 
Through the Public 
Sector 

OPERATIONALIZATION 

Guttman Scale of Village 
Institutional Complexity. 
Items:elementary diversifica
tion,processing local production 
for local consumption, 
secondary agricultural pro
duction,local services for 
household consumption,metal 
fabricating,specializ e d ret a il, 
legal-accounting. Coefficient 
of Scalabilit y (Goodenough): 
.85(1967);.82(1970). 

Guttman Scale of Village 
Recognition. Items:Formal 
barrio,physical link to 
Municipal center(poblacion), 
particularistic recognition 
from municipal center,limited 
recognition from Manila, 
continuing recognition from 
Manila. Coefficient of 
Scalability: .88(1967); 
.82(1970) 

Factor scores(First factor 
was barrio solidarity;second 
and third factors were municipal 
and provincial solidarity). 
Weighted items: agricultural 
strike,boundary dispute, 
locally supported non-Catholic 
church,unrecognized cooperative 

Distance to poblacion by most 
direct route utilized all year. 

Population(1960,1970);annual 
rate of population growth 1960-
1970 

Presence of at least one 
20 hectare sugar farm 

Factor Scores. For 1961-1967: 
Two factors(Distribution, 
Conveyance). Items: main canal 
length,lateral length,sublateral 
length,number of concrete checks. 
For 1968-1970:Two Factors 
(Utilization and Capacity). 
Items: pump size(inches), 
pump engine horsepower,average 
hours operated per year, 
average liters fuel consumed 
per year,rated irrigable area, 
average number pumping days 
per year 

' ,· .. 
. •· .. ~:-.' .·i ~ \t .. ":J" ·.;. . 
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Table 1, Classification Variables(continued). 

GROUPING 

Agricultural 
Inputs Provided 
Through Private 
Investment 

Data Sources: 

VARIABLE 

Soil Tests8 

IrrigationlO 

Soil Tests11 

OPERATIONALIZATION 

Ratio of actual number of 
tests allocated to any barrio 
~o the maximum number allocated 
to to all barrios(1961-1967, 
1968-1970) 

Public land sold or granted 
by area and number of parcels 
(1961~1967,1968-1970) 

Factor Scores. For 1961-1967: 
Three Factors(Improved Water 
Intake,Basic Irrigation Infra
structure,Improved Delivery 
Cap~city). For 1968-1970: 
Three Factors(Basic Irrigation 
Infrastructure,Improved 
Water Intake,Improved Delivery 
Capacity). Items: Pump,Canal 
length,concrete diversion, 
earthen diversion,mixed(concrete 
and earthen)diversion,dam 
length, liters per second 
water flow 

Number of soil tests requested 
(1961-1967,1968-1970) 

Sale of private land by area 
and number of parce~s(1961-
1967,1968-1970) 

l,2,3field survey,key informant interviews,Iloilo Times, 
economic censuses(196x,1967),various government records 

4topographic maps,aerial photos,field survey,key informant 
interviews 

51960 and 1970 Census of Populaiion 
6field survey,key informant interviews,aerial phot0s,Sugar 
Central records,sugar producing association records 

7National Irrigation Administration,Irrigation Service Unit, 
aerial photos 

8Bureau of Soils 
9District Land Office 
lONational Irrigation Administration,Irrigation Service Unit, 

Official Gazette,Department of Public Works and Community 
Development,Rural Banks,aerial photos,field survey,key 
informant interviews 

llBureau of Soils 
12District Land Office 

.... 



Table 2. Discriminant Classifications. 

NON-HYV 

ACTUAL 

HYV 

NON-HYV 

. ACTUAL 

HYV 

1967 

Classified As 

NON-HYV HYV 

30 12 

13 29 

1970 

Classified As 

NON-HYV HYV 

30 12 

10 32 



Table 3~ . Strategies of Change 

Operational 

Objective of 

Strategy Is 

UTILIZATION 

INDIGENIZATION 

Clients of Strategy Are 

INDIVIDUALS 

Get individuals to 
adopt something new. 
When enough have 
adopted,the ensuing 
demand for support 
will be met by 
private sector. 
E.g.: conventional 
agricultural 
extension,technical 
assistance 

Individuals adapt 
or modify new inputs 
to fit an existing 
pattern. 
E.g.: Most Community 
Developmemt programs 

GROUPS 

Likely 
Resulting 
Change 

Develop 
Institutions which 
compensate for 
market weakness 
of client group. 
Support develop
ment of such 
institutions 
through allocation 
of inputs,provide 
protected marketing 
outlet. 
E.g.: Administrative 
development,many 
cooperative programs 

Develop 
institutions which 
build explicitly 
on existing 
or gani z·a t ional 
capabilities. 
E.g. :Decentralization 
and cooperative 
programs which 
involve local goal
setting · 

Rapid Change 

Sustained 
Change 

... 
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Recent work in technology assessment has been 

characterized by problems in three broad areas: con-

ceptualization, operationalization and utilization. 

There are 4 major problems in the conceptualization 

of technology assessment. 

1. While it is ge nerally conceded that national choices 
are substanti a lly influenced by the choices o f other nations, 
the external sources of and constraints on national choic es 
among alternative technological futures have not been lo eically 
and coherently interwoven into assessment models . This does 
not say that actual decision-making does not reflect an aware-
ness of such external factors, but rather that the conceptuali zat ion 
which underlies the search for refined assess me nt methodolo gies 
has not been successful in linkin g exogenous factors into the 
assessment conceptualization. 

2. The process of technolo gical forecasting has re
mained by and large a methodolo~ical exercise in the identifi
cation of technological complementarities . This type of 
focus ignores what would appear to be a more basic quest i on: 
By what processes can future choices be built into current 
planning while at the same time allowing for continual 
sensitivity te3ting of the assumptions which yielded future 
choic e s? A major element of the assessment problem is clear ly 
that of forecasting technological externalities, but it is 
n e c es sary to place that element in the context of the processes 
by which choices are recognized, evaluated, made and reasoned . 

3. The social siP.nificance of alternative choices remains 
a weak area in the technology assessment literature. The ab
sence of significant methodological proP.ress can be attributed 
to at least three factor~: (1) the belief that society ad
justs in the long run to technolo gical change; (2) t he emphasis 
on mod e l l ing for the particular, an emphasis which amounts to 
an assumption that there are different systems of intervenin~ 
relati onshi p s which link broader social processes to particular 
techn o logical cha nges. The assumption has yielded a style of 
re sear ch which consistently underestimates more general social 
processes in favor of ~£~iteg intervening relationships; (]) 
the unwillingness in most quarters to seek an understandin g · r 
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technolo gy at a more abstra ct level, in term s of which 
particular t echnologies and their social impact can b e 
grouped a n d evaluated. 

4. Conc e ptualization of the processes which structure 
perception of choice s , choice maki n r. and cons e qu~nce 
anticip a tion i s charact e rized by assumption s about the r a n r,e 
of so~ial an d cultural attributes li k ely to accompany the 
introducti o n of particular technolo gies. This yields a 
familar b ran d of impact study. What is missin ~ is a bro a de r 
understan di n g of the elasticities between tec hno lo gie s 
and social or ganization; the range of possibl e c onfi Gu rat ions 
in interrelationshi p s and the scope of autono mo us a nd 
dependent variance. Without a broader unders tand inp of 
technolo gy an d social or ganization and the vari et y ~ n d l ike li
hood of alternative interrelationships, it is d if f icult t o 
understand on what bases the output of particular a s se ssme n t s 
are to be evaluated. 

Summarizing, 4 problems in conceptualization of tec hn olo gy 

assessment are identified: (1) si gnificant exo v,e nous v ar iables 

and by implication several endogenous variables have been mis-

specified; (2) decision making and administrative e x ternalities 

of technolo g ical forecastin g have generally been excluded; (3) 

the social si gnificance of alternative choices is evalua t ed in 

terms of unvalidated intervening mechanisms, -- the broa de r 

social processes are often unincorporated; and (4) the absence 

of consistent and substantive external criteria for evaluatin g 

alternative technology assessments. 

Problens_i n _ 0£erationalization 

There are two broad problems of operationalization 

which trouble most work in technoloey assessment. 

1. As su g eested by the discussion of problems in 
conceptualization, operationalization is beset by the implications 
of conceptual misspecification. The exclusion of si~nificant 
parameters on decision makin g makes those indicators which are 
used inadeq uate by implication. The emphasis on definin g elaborate 
interrelationships for particular c~sea leads to si gnificant 
levels of redundancy and multicollinearity, reflectin g unaware
ness of more general dimensions which are being artifically 
decomposed. 
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2. By admission of most assessment practitioners, 
the inclusion of adequate social information is much more 
difficult and has been much less satisfactory than needed. 
One source of this difficulty is what can ~e called the 
fallacy of r,eneralizine the particular. It is often assumed 
that by building up models of interrelationships from the 
technolo gy , an adequate guide to the cate ~ories of appropriate 
social information can be ascertained. What is required is 
a strate gy which begins in mo re general social processes a nd 
moves to evaluate their si gni ficance in terms of particular 
technolo gies at the same time that a similar effort is 
initiated from the technolo gy side, i.e.; a stratef.y which 
begins with more ~ene ral cate P,orizat ions of technolo gy and 
moves to evaluate their significance in terms o f particular 
social categorie s . Work on social indicators has not been 
fruitful because it yielded an open-ended listi ng of 'concerns' 
without any necessary attention to endurance, process and 
relevance. 

Summarizing, 2 problems in operationalization activj.tie s 

in technology assessment have been identified: (1) inad equate 

operationalization resulting from conceptual misspecification; 

and (2) an unfruitful strate~y for developing the role of social 

information in the assessment process. 

There are two broad problems in the utilization of 

technology assessments: 

1. Assessment products seem to be r,eared more to be 
inputs to plans than to the process of planning. This is be
cause they come out as evidence for a decision, but not tools 
for decision makin g . Assessment is typically a one-shot affair; 
that is implicit in the term assessment. But a ctual decision 
making and actual planning are incremental _·proc esses wh ich 
however indirect or diffuse, can be better characterized as 
technology !!!!!!i~e· The assessment conceptua lization and 
the derived metho d olor,ies assume that one time decisions are 
being made and that planning is an exercise in decision making 
which seeks and enforces closure. These may be valid 
characterizations some of the time, but to the extent they are 
not, the utility of technology assessments is limited and may 
be even perverse, --where they force closure prematurely. 
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2. Assessment outputs assume that decisions about 
technolo~ies are ·made autonomously and indepondently; that 
neither the decisions or the decision making process are 
substantially buffetted by decisions and decision makin~ 
in other areas. That of course is not ture and most assess
ment practitioners would be the first to admit this. But 
in the shaping of their outputs they have not been successful 
in translating this insieht into conceptual nnd opera ti onal 
terms so that their output would find utility in, rather lhan 
in spite of, the empirical context of decision making. 

Summarizin ~ , two problems in the utilization of 

technology assessment outputs were identified: (1) assessment 

outputs are useful for assessment but not for assessinp; 

and it is the latter that is the more prevalent process; and 

(2) assessment outputs are not shaped to affect the multiple 

sets of decision making within which the choice of alternative 

technology futures proceeds. It assumes the sets are basically 

disjoint, an assumption which will be correct in very few 

instances only. Moreover, because the role of technology 

assessment should be to cull out the broader interrelationships 

involved in technology decision-making, acceptance of disjointness 

would seem to be basically inconsistent with the system 

assumptions of most technology assessment models. 

All of this leads to what is perhaps a summary problem: 

the manner in which technology assessment identifies problems 

(lack of needed cornplementarities, lack of required infrastructure, 

etc.) is only marginally related to the real decisions which 

need to be made,decis~ons . irtvolving the alloc~tion and distribution • 

of scarce resources. Assessment should direct policy attention 

to those choices and the kinds of informat~on necessary to 

expand those choices and weigh them effectively. 
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Directions for_ComEens~torx_Res ea rch 

Fruitful basic and applied research, the objectives of 

which would be the redressing of the conceptual, operational 

and utilization problemsdiscussed above can be initiated 

based on three broad lines of inquiry. After charact e rizin g 

those lines of inquiry, a scheme for their translation into 

a concrete research pro gram is described. 

The_Lines_of_In~uirx 

1. The first line of inquiry relates to the international 
structures which affect the circulation of alternative 
technolo gical futures. The structures ran ge from a wide variety 
of multinational organizations to patterns of internation a l ex
change and have their most important influences in two areas: 
(1) the organization of scientific co mmunities and th e ir 
perception of what is and is not important, relevant, 'professional' 
(2) the second is the limitation on the autonomy of public 
and private sectors to recognize, consider and make alternative 
choices about technolo gical futures. The assumption of this 
line of inquiry is that 'research on research' can yield important 
insi ghts into the relationships between local choices and 
interdependence. A second assumption is that research on the 
organization of research choice-making and research utilization 
within the public and private sectors can also yield significant 
evidence on the relationships between local goal setting and 
interdependen~e. 

2. The second line o f inquiry is related to the elasticities 
in relationships between technoloey and social or ganization and 
to the multidimensionality of alternative technological futures. 
As a conceptual proble m, this line of inquiry asks: what about 
technologies makes a difference in -social ter~s and what about 
alternative technological futures is significant in social terms? 
This is a question which ·can look strongly for assistanc e to work 
on sociotechnical systems, externalities and public goods, and work 
in other social sciences on interdependence. As an operati ona l 
problem, this line of inquiry directs itself at the outset to the 
role of social information in technolopy choices and decision 
making and in the role of technical information in decision mnk ing 
and choices relating to social concerns. The former question is 
of particular interest because we lack a sufficient baseline in 
this area. What types and where does social information enter 
the policy processes involved in alternative technological 
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future decision making. In what forms does that information 
get typically packa~ed and what are the sources of these forffis 
and their consequences on social information. The assumption 
of this line of inquiry is tha t the ulti~ate arbiter conceptual ly 
of a technology's impact is how the social information question 
is answered. The policy process can be seen in the se terms as 
a process of mediation which in one way or another answers or 
defers answerin g this question. It is also assumed that a suhse
quent line of analysis required in addition to the establishment 
of baseline data is the identification of e lasticiti es and in
elas ticities in technoloey - society interaction, --as an element 
to affect future choice recognition and as the beginnin r of an 
approach to evaluate the adequacy o f particular ass ess me nts . 

J. The third line of inquiry is related to the problem 
of forecastin g . The thrust of this line of inquiry is to 
con ceptualize the problem of forecasting as a continuo us process, 
to identify in other words not simply the technological 
co mplementarities of particular avenues of technolo ~ica l chan~e, 
--but to identify the institutional externalities of those 
choices and of the choice-making itself. The assumption of this 
lin e of inquiry is that forecastin~ is a problem which requir es 
the first two lines of inquiry to have been satisfactorally 
answered and in addition it requires understanding as a problem 
for current decis ion-ma king : how to maintain an open persp ective 
on future options without simultaneously mistakenly discounting 
the present value of those options. 

A research schema can be built from these three lines of 

inquiry which has considerable potential to illuminate the 

questions under discussion without sacrificing the well

established central concerns of the technolop9 assessment 

field. The schema has the additional advantage of being more 

easily adaptable to comparability and multiple cases; --a point 

that would broade n the scope of technolor,y assessment work not 

simply in terms of particular technolgoies subject to assessm en t, 

but it terms also of alternative decision-making styles; alternative 

dorrees of uncertainty in choice perception and evaluation, and 

alternative levels of interdependence and autonomy in decision- , 

making. 
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Figure 1 presents a shematic representation of the 

major components of a basic and applied research pror,ram 

in technoloey assessment which would seek to accomplish the 

following objectives: 

1. Elucidate and clarify the major parameters 
of the interrelationship between technolor,y, 
understood in terms derived ~rom sociotechnical 
analysis, and social organization. The major 
emphasis would be on the identification of 
those types of interrelationships which we re 
most likely to be stressful and benign. 

2. Identify the functions and capabilities which 
institutions would need to have in ord er to 
effectively implement the feedback of constant 
and variable sociotechnical parameters to 
relevant policy -audiences, particularly those 
concerned with the allocation of research re
sources and the identification of action
program options. 

J. Specify the role of exogenous external factors 
on the structure of choice recognition and 
weighing among alternative technological futures. 
Particular emphasis would be given to the role 
of international scientific communities, the 
role of international assistance, and th e role 
of international economic relationships on the 
structure of choice recognition in national 
scientific communities and policy circles. 

4. Establish the roles of social and technical 
information in the process or problem prioritizing, 
research resource allocation, the utilization of 
research in the generation and weiRhlng of 
policy options, and the eventual pattern of policy 
outcomes in terms of alternative technological 
futures. 

5. Identify the characteristics of social and technical 
information required to optimally and continually 
translate knowledee about society-technolor,y 
elasticities and inelasticities into constants 
and variables for the purposes of research resource 
allocation, research utilization, and ~olicy 
option recognition and choice. 
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The schematic representation can be broadly divided 

into two questions; (1) what is the 'problem'? and (2) what 

are perceptions of the 'problem'? The link between the t wo 

questions is the process throu gh which new choic es for policy 

outcomes are recogni ze d, new e valuative criteria f or choic e s 

are develope d, and alternative translations of choic e s into 

outcomes are conceived. In the followin g para~raphs fur t her 

definition of the concerns of each major schema component ar e 

provided. 

Technologz_and_s ocial organization. Technol or, ies c a n mak e 
demands on social or ganization which are hi gh (re quir inp s i~ni fi
cant reconfi g urations or new confi gurations of beha v ior pat t e rns), 
moderate (requirin g adjustmen t s of existin g patte r ns), or l ow 
(requiring only mar ginal modifications or perhap s no mo di f ic a tions 
at all). Social or ganization, that i s , the pat t erns of b e h av ior 
and institutions which characterize co mmunities, can respon d to 
technological chan ge (administrati v e technologies, s ocial 
technologies, 'hardware' technolo f?y) by i gnorinr,, b y und e r g oine; 
stress and by developing new or employin g existin g copin g 
strategies. Either response can be associated wi t h varied degrees 
of acceptance and nonacceptance. A major dimens i on of th a t 
variance resides in the implications of alternative technolo gical 
futures for existing levels of local control and autonomy. The 
outcomes of research in this component should be identification 
of the major constant and variable parameters surroundin e broad 
technology-social or ganization configurations. Identification 
of constant and variable parameters is a necessary step towards 
the identification of critical information cate gories. 

Nation a l Scienti f ic Communities an d Internat i onal Scient ific 
£2..!!!!!!}!!l!.1.i~~ .- National a genda for appropriate soc i al an d technol o FY, ical 
research, under s tandin g of the professional's role in poli c y pro
cesses and in a number of other questions related t o the f or mation 
and mainten a nce of scientific communities are pot e ntially and 
significantly influenced by international scientific communities 
both as e xplicit or ganizations and as implicit dimensions of 
patterns of international professional and educa t ional exch a n ~e. 
Two major questions will be explored in the context of this com
po nent: (1) the relationship between the "indieenization" o f 
p r ofessiona l perspectives on alternative technolo gical fu t ur e s and 
various form s of international professional growth and maintenance. 
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An alternative hypothesis will necessarily be the role of 
local ideolor,ies and other cultural factors in mediatinr. 
the role of external factors. (2) the role of social science 
information in the shapin e of technolorical research a~enda and 
the role of technoloeical information in t~e ~hapin p, of social 
science research aeenda. More broadly, this is the question 
of multidisciplinarity as a profe ssiona l question and the de
gree to which its existence and nonexistence is a criti cal factor 
in the emerrence of choices related to alternative technolo~ical 
futures. 

Allocation of research resources. The question of why 
particular research resource allocation profiles pr ed o minate 
(and the benefits and costs of those profiles) has recei ve d 
considerable attention . In this component that question is 
approached from the followin g start in g points: (1) while in 
theory there are factor price si ~nals which suggest where 
allocations would make the most sense, those signals are dis
torted through a variety of nonmark et mechanisms, n o t the least 
of which is government itself. That suggests that major emphasis 
needs to be placed on the mediatinr, institutions since it is 
their signals that are affecting research allocation s . (2) 
the question of research resource allocation and its benefits 
needs to be approached not strictly from a gr oss ar,p.regate per
spective (did it pay) but also from a distributive perspective 
(who paid, who benefitted). (3) if factor signals are distorted 
then it is important to understand the dyna mi cs of distortion 
and the possibility in particular that more than d istortion is 
occurin g, namely that other signals, related to the interpretation 
of socio-technical problems by scientific communi ties , inter
national organizations, and local decision making processes, are 
operating with at least equivalent influence. 

Research_Utlization. The question of how res earch is 
translated into policy outcomes is actually a misle ading question, 
because there is little reason to expect that there is a direct 
linkage from research allocation to research utiliz ~tion. The 
question of research utilization however, by itself, is an im
portant decision making arena bec a use it represents a major form 
of research evaluation and a major indicator of likely areas for 
future research resource allocation. The role therefore of 
scientific communities, public and private a~encies (national) 
and international or ~a nizations on research utilization a11d the 
role of research utilization in the reco ~nition of new choices, 
the reevaluation of exis~ing choices and . the weiehinr of all 
available choices will be a major concern of this co mp onent. 
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Research_Phasine 

The project is divided into three research phases. 

The first phase, basic_r e search, focuses on the subs t antive 

questions addressed. The second phase, research_a£nlica ti on, 

focuses on the translation and extension of research outp11t 

into formats appropriate for alternative simulation and 

modeling exercises, refinement of alternative methodolo~i e s, 

and curriculum development (for conventional purposes an d 

for unconventional purposes, e.g. policy auduences). The 

third phase, £ilot_action, will involve selected pilot pr o j e cts 

involving the application of methodologies developed as a result 

of the first two phases. 

Research Covera ge ~-------------~-
Two major technological areas will be explored: 

agriculture and energy. However, as implied by the whole dis-

• 

cussion, emphasis will be placed on exploration of more P.enernl 

technoloey-society questions in an effort to refine conceptualization 

and operationalization and enhance the utilizeability of 

technology assessment. Countries involved will be the U.S. plus 

4-5 Asian nations. 

~search_Oreanization 

Small multinational and multidisciplinary research teams 

will be constructed to explore each of the major scheme components. 

The linkage of components will be maintained through constant 

provision for communication of results and constant communication 

with policy makers and individuals working in the technology

assessment field. 

--
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SUMMARY 

Assessing alternative technolop,ical futures is a 

continuous process of screening and reco gnizin r, new options, 

evaluating and re-evaluating available options, weighinr, 

alternatives and makine choices, and seeking altern at ive 

routes to translatin g choices into resource commitments. 

An assessment 'methodology' therefore will be more than a 

cookbook for calibrating costs and benefits. Instead, it will 

have to be a set of minimum functions, alternative patter ns 

of effective decision-making, varied structures for or gani za tion 

of planning. Why? Assessment is more than just technique; 

it is a measure of society's capability to cope creatively 

through open anticipation. 

The thrust of this project is to seek the outlines of 

such capabilities and their alternative institutional con

figurations as well as refine the finer points of techniqu e 

through analysis of the processes which mediate between the 

external and domestic sources of new technological options 

and the objective elasticities between technologies and 

social organization. 
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SUSTAINING THE GREEN REVOLUTION 
IN THE PHILIPPINES: 
HOW MANY DIFFUSION CURVES 

Bruce Koppel 

WHATEVER MEANINGS may be associated today with the 
term "green revolution," an emphasis on optimal seed utilization 
through the application of complementary technical inputs and more 
sophisticated farm management has been substituted in discussions of 
agricultural development strategies for an earlier preoccupation with 
simple adoption of HYVs (high-yielding varieties).1 In the Philippines, 
the development of strategies to encourage optimal use of the high
yielding rice varieties is based on an analysis and generalization of the 
dynamics of the original seed diffusion process. The argument will be 
made here that both the analysis and generalization are flawed be
cause the factors which account. for seed diffusion in the Philippines 
are not the same factors which indicate where the seeds will be op
timally utilized. 

The rapid diffusion of HYVs in the Philippines (more than 60% 
of harvested riceland in crop-year 1975 is planted in HYVs) is a notable 
accomplishment. But the extension of assumptions about the character
istics of that accomplishment to conceptualization of the sustainment 
problem requires careful consideration. While it is reasonable to sug
gest that the factors which facilitated the emergence of HYV seed 
utilization will also facilitate the maintenance of complementary in
put utilization, there are at least two plausible alternative hypotheses. 
The first is that the adoption and sustainment problems are not two 
points on the same diffusion of HYV technology curve. The implica
tion is that the factors significant for sustainment will not be the same 

1 For example, see Randolph Barker, "The Evolutionary Nature of the New 
Rice Technology," Food Research Institute Studies, 2 (1971), pp. ll?-130; Robert 
W. Herdt and Thomas H. Wickham, Major Constraints to Rice Production with 
Emphasis on Yields in the Philippines, International Rice Research Institute, April 
22, 1974 (mimeo); W. A. Schutjer and E. W. Coward, "Planning Agricultural De
velopment-the Matter of Priorities, "Journal of Developing Areas," 6 (1971), pp. 
29-38. 

355 
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as those significant for adoption. A second alternative hypothesis is 
that attributions of success and failure to policies associated with seed 
diffusion may be derived more from assumptions which yielded the 
policies than to assessments of actual policy roles. The implication is 
that the initial specification of significant adoption factors may be 
erroneous. 

In order to demonstrate the relevance of both alternative hy
potheses for the Philippine situation, the principal assumptions of the 
discussion in Philippine policy circles on what accounted for rapid 
seed diffusion and what is required to ensure optimal utilization will 
be identified. These assumptions will then be evaluated through an 
analysis of agricultural change in the leading rice producing province. 

Three Perspectives on Sustainment 

Acknowledging the dangers of oversimplification, discussion of 
the adoption and sustainment problems in the Philippines can be or
ganized around three perspectives: (1) Public Policy Implementors, 
(2) Technology Generators and (3) Economic Reformers. 

Public Policy Implementors: The first perspective is associated with the 
custodians of public policies which concentrate specifically on fuller 
utilization of HYVs and complementary inputs. These policies share 
a common assumption that HYV diffusion followed the successful 
articulation of a national adaptive research network and the effective 
coordination of administrative delivery systems. The sustainment prob
lem is viewed in very similar terms, namely developing the appropriate 
administrative structures for transferring inputs and information down 
to those farmers best able to utilize them. For example, the Samahang 
Nayon program of the Department of Local Government and Com
munity Development represents an ambitious attempt to develop 
barrio institutions capable of mobilizing various latent collective farm
ing resources and facilitating the efficient transfer of extralocal tech
nological inputs. Masagana 99 is the most recent version of the input 
package concept. It is a generalization of the consensus view that the 
successes of the Rice and Corn Production Coordinating Council 
(RCPCC) in getting HYVs to farmers were due primarily to the mobil
ization of normally noncooperative parties and a more precise identi
fication of clientele.2 The Compact Farm program is a spinoff of 
several pilot efforts begun in the mid-1960s on cooperative farming3 

2 For example, see Victoria M. Arcega, "Mobilizing the Bureaucracy: The Case 
of the Rice and Corn Production Coordinating Council," So lidarity, 4 (1969), pp. 
9-25; Raul P. DeGuzman, "Achieving Self-sufficiency in Rice: A Study of the Philip
pine Experience in Program Implementation," Philippine Journal of Public Ad
ministration, 14 (1970), pp. 136-168; Gabriel U. Iglesias, The Implementation of the 
Philippines' Four-Year Rice Self-Sufficiency Programme: 1966-1970, prepared for 
Conference on "Implementation: The Problem of Achieving Results," Eastern Re
gional Organization for Public Administration, Tokyo, October 24-31, 1973. 

a These were conducted principally in the Mt. Arayat area of Pampanga. 
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and intensive team extension.4 Where the Compact Farm program 
operates, it does so with small groups of agronomically homogeneous 
and economically comparatively well-endowed farm households. The 
emphases in these and similar programs is on more coherent administra
tion of the delivery of technological inputs and more careful attention 
to placing inputs where they will yield the most rapid production 
payoffs. 

Technology Generators: The second perspective is defined by the 
technology generators and is based on research, principally in the 
Laguna area, but also in numerous other sites throughout the Philip
pines. 5 The HYV diffusion process is arrayed along an individual farm 
household cost-benefit decision-making continuum defined by: demon
stration of greater productivity and higher net return; presence of 
complementary inputs; availability of cash and labor; and understand
ing of the technology and limited variability in probable yields and 
returns. The public policy perspective can measure success in terms of 
production increase, area planted, or number of farmers planting (i.e., 
aggregate indicators of effective administrative delivery). The Inter
national Rice Research Institute, for example, is evaluating HYV 
diffusion and utilization in light of an additional criterion-the differ
ences between HYV yields obtained under controlled conditions at 
Los Banos, Munoz and elsewhere and the HYV yields obtained by 
farmers in their fields. 

This latter criterion, which currently shows differences of 6-8 tons/ 
hectare at IRRI versus 1-2 tons/hectare on-farm, has led to a con
ception of the sustainment problem which is a replication of the 
adoption diffusion decision-making matrix with one important explicit 
addition. Physical constraints (water availability, solar radiation, soil 
quality, seasonal variations, etc.) are assigned significant roles in de
termining the likely degree of complementary investment. 

Economic Reformers: The third perspective is labelled that of the 
economic reformers and is best exemplified by the ILO mission report, 
Sharing in Development.6 The ILO group, which developed its analysis 
with significant input from a number of leading Filipino economists, 
was not highly impressed by the diffusion of HYVs nor the impact of 
that diffusion on the distribution of income and employment situation 
in rural areas. The ILO report argues that if farmers have not adopted 
the seeds or the inputs necessary to maximize seed yield, it is due 
principally to lack of knowledge, unavailability of seeds and/or inputs, 

4 These were implemented under T aiwanese and Japanese supervision. 
5 For example, see Herdt and Wickham, op. cit.; Gelia T . Castillo, Diversity in 

Unity: The Social Component of Changes in R ice Farm ing in Asian Villages, Uni
versity of the Philippines at Los Banos, 1974 (mimeo) . 

6 International Labour Office , Sharing in Development: A Programme of Em
ployment, Equity and Growth for the Philippines (Geneva: Interna tional Labour 
Office, 1974). For some reactions see the papers presented at the Baguio conference 
organized by the Center for Research and Communication in October, 1974. 
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and unfavorable price relationships. 7 This is a restatement of the in
dividual cost-benefit approach to adoption which characterized the 
two perspectives discussed earlier. 

The sustainment problem8 consists of facilitating farmer participa
tion in modernization processes,9 that is, farmer participation in a 
pattern of resource mobilization that generates a profile of economic 
activities characterized by significant employment and income effects. 
What limits the initiation and acceleration of this transformation 
process? According to the ILO group, the constraints are: lack of 
credit, inaccessible modern inputs, inadequate farm to market roads, 
lack of land, ineffective management of communal resources (e.g. 
irrigation), etc. The solutions to overcoming these constraints are 
compensatory policies: credit allocation, encouragement of secondary 
food crop production, expansion of nonagricultural rural activities, 
irrigation construction, land reform, administrative reform, interest 
rate reform, and taxation reform.10 In other words, sustaining tech
nical change in agriculture requires the simultaneous operation of all 
those factors which would make continuing improved returns to farmer 
resources more likely. 

Through an emphasis on individual cost-benefit decision-making, 
the report thus accepts both the Public Policy Implementors' and 
Technology Generators' conceptions of the sustainment problems. 
However, the report goes a step further through a critique of existing 
policies. Pointing to poor articulation of adaptive research with ex
tension and the consequent ineffectiveness of most agricultural exten
sion, the ILO group objects to the lack of "indigenization" in pro
grams. Indigenization means that at the barrio or barrio block level, 
which is where self-determining local institutions belong, the role of 
the national government should be limited to aiding in the "how." 
But at the level of "maxi-infrastructure" projects, both programming 
and implementation should proceed under national government di
rection.11 

Agricultural Change in 1/oilo 

When the assumptions of these three perspectives are evaluated 
through an analysis of agricultural change in Iloilo Province, the 

7 ILO, op cit., p. 81. 
8 The Report has much more to say about the sustainment problem than can 

be noted here. In fact, Sharing in Development is a lengthy elaboration of Gustav 
Ranis' perspective on the role of rural resource mobilization in national indus
trialization. However, a sustainment argument can be identified which does not 
require reference to all the facets of the Ranis model. The ILO Mission to the 
Philippines was headed by John Fei, an associate of Gustav Ranis at Yale Univer
sity and also an exponent of an economic growth model with special emphasis on 
labor surplus economies. 

9 ILO, op. cit., p. 55. 
10 Ibid., p. 65. 
11 Ibid., pp. 66-70. 
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leading rice-producing province in the Philippines, difficulties in all 
three perspectives become apparent. 

Rice production in Iloilo province increased more than three-fold 
from 1960 to 1974, with about 20% of that increase due to HYVs. An 
examination of the adoption process in the 338 barrios of Iloilo's rice 
bowl12 suggests that seed acceptance was not related to individual cost
benefit factors such as market accessibility, or irrigation and input 
availability. What factors do account for adoption? The most im
portant factor was barrio solidarity, the degree to which the various 
institutions and roles within the barrio were mobilized around some 
common theme. Examples of such themes and attendant mobilization 
ranged from barrios engaged in boundary disputes to barrios support
ing dissident religious organizations.13 Solidarity acts as an antecedent 
variable to public policies which provided seeds. It is, in other words, 
a significant barrio-level independent variable accounting for the dis
tribution of national policies which directly supported seed diffusion. 

A second crucial factor in accounting for adoption was ongoing 
increases in barrio complexity-the range of occupations and insti
tutions present in a barrio. Village complexity can be seen as an in
dicator of a community's capability to deal with a variety of tasks and 
problems. This is broader than the more common view which con
centrates on a village's economic infrastructure. The latter perspective 
provides some evidence of a community's capability to service farm 
households in conventional ways (for example, providing access to 
markets, credit and labor), but it ignores the noneconomic context 
within which those households function. Thus, while HYVs have 
acquired a substantial role in aggregate production, both the scope 
and pattern of adoption proceeded along grooves defined by ongoing 
organizational processes-not simply the vectors of individual farmers' 
economic decision-making.14 

Sustainment of technical change in rice, that is, private investment 
in irrigation, the utilization of soil tests, fertilizers and other inputs, 
is not related to public policies which provided some ingredients pre
sumably as a stimulant to use of others; it is negatively related to bar
rios which were engaging in sustainment practices prior to the intro
duction of HYVs, and it is not related to current utilization of HYVs. 
Instead, sustainment barrios are barrios with two important charac
teristics. First, they are less complex barrios than those villages which 

12 The Municipalities covered are: Ajuy, Anilao, Banate, Barotac Viejo, Dingle, 
Duenas, Mina, Passi, Pototan, San Enrique, San Rafael. 

13 Mangahas and Librero tapped a similar dimension in their study in Iloilo 
when they pointed to the predominance of a neighborhood effect in the pattern of 
seed distribution. HYV adoption tended to be concentrated in particular barrios of 
municipalities. See Mahar Mangahas and Aida Librero, The High Yielding Varieties 
of Rice in the Philippines: A Perspective, United Nations Research Institute for 
Social Development, 1973. 

14 See Bruce Koppel, "Agricultural Change and Social Structure: A Longitudinal 
Analysis," Philippine Sociological Review (forthcoming). 
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adopted HYVs and second, they are barrios which are significant par
ticipants in the regional sugar economy.15 

How Many Diffusion Curves? 

There are several nuances which cannot be unravelled here, but 
to pursue further the discontinuities between adoption and sustain
ment, why is HYV sustainment responding to a different set of factors 
than HYV adoption? Answering that question requires analysis of the 
relationship between public policy in agriculture and indigenous in
stitutional change in Iloilo's barrios. 

By 1972, Agricultural Credit Administration (ACA) efforts to 
develop the municipal Farmers Cooperative Marketing Association 
(FaCoMa) as a viable intermediate institution for channeling various 
technical and financial inputs to rice farmers could be characterized 
as successful. FaCoMas in Iloilo had achieved a dominant position as 
input suppliers among public and private organizations servicing the 
rice sector alone. FaCoMas had consolidated their position as the 
institutional vehicle for technology transfer programs of numerous 
agencies including the Bureau of Soils, the Irrigation Service Unit, the 
Bureau of Animal Industry and the Presidential Assistant on Com
munity Development. Although Regional ACA officials were troubled 
by the nonviability of some FaCoMas, the Rice and Corn Production 
Coordinating Council (RCPCC) was satisfied with the FaCoMa's role 
in increasing aggregate provincial production. However, the same 
policies which supported FaCoMa hegemony--often by precluding 
alternative institutional development16-had the implicit effect of 
facilitating the consolidation of the regional input market under the 
control of Sugar Producers Cooperating Marketing Agency (SPCMA) 
interests. In this context, an earlier (1967) RCPCC policy decision to 
concentrate on credit, irrigation, and roads and to suspend subsidized 
fertilizer and insecticide provision had the eventual result of forcing 
the FaCoMas to rely on the SPCMA for their own supplies. 

To understand how this happened, it is necessary to emphasize 
the importance of a regional rather than commodity focus. In 1960, 
there were seven barrios out of 338 where fertilizer and agricultural 
chemicals could be purchased. Five of the seven were the market towns 
of their municipalities and in all cases the principal clientele for these 
private outlets were sugar growers. The major private sources of fertil
izers and chemicals were in the distributors in Iloilo City, at least 15 
kilometers away. In this context, fertilizer delivery by various public 
agencies was often the only viable alternative to city purchase by 
larger farmers or no purchase by smaller farmers. 

15 They have a minimum of one sugar farm of at least 20 hectares. 
16 Barrio cooperatives which sought Security and Exchange Commission recog

nition were consistently denied necessary endorsement from ACA. 
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By 1967, ACA fertilizer distribution was linked to an effort to revit
alize FaCoMas, but the environment in which this was taking place 
had changed since 1960. By 1967 also, two more barrios had input 
supply outlets and one was oriented to rice growers. The single rice 
input outlet was linked to the ESSO Fertilizer and Agricultural Chem
icals Corporation (ESFAC)-an organization which provided extensive 
technical advice and a wide variety of materials. However, the rice 
market for inputs was still small compared to sugar and it was in sugar 
that important changes were occurring. The growth of the SPCMA 
into a signifficant fertilizer importer had led to the virtual disappear
ance of fertilizer from Iloilo City.17 Within the region there were now 
three sources of fertilizer-A CA supported FaCoMas, ESF AC, and 
SPCMA. 

In this situation, ACA's opposition to the development of inter
mediate institutions which might compete with FaCoMas served to 
protect ESFAC-SPCMA hegemony more than facilitate the growth of 
locally-rooted FaCoMas. By 1970, significant private sector growth that 
might have followed increasing demand from both rice and sugar 
planters did not materialize. With the purchase of ESF AC by SPCMA, 
the continued insistence by ACA that the FaCoMas play an exclusive 
role in the rice sector was distorted by the implementation of earlier 
policy decisions to deemphasize fertilizer subsidization. The FaCoMas 
had little alternative but to meet their own input needs through reli
ance on SPCMA. 

In the sugar economy, a variety of indigenous cooperative organ
izations emerged and provided a modicum of alternatives to, if not 
direct competition for, the SPCMA. In the rice economy, the objective 
of maintaining FaCoMa predominance was yielding an anomaly. By 
the early 1970s, the principal institutional channel for policy purposes 
to the rice sector was the FaCoMa-ACA's objective. But the major 
component of FaCoMa viability was linked to dependence on SPCMA 
supplies.1s 

The FaCoMa strategy sought to ensure that a handful of municipal 
cooperatives would be available to distribute various inputs and ul
timately to participate effectively in marketing. The key was the link
age of preferential access to selective cooptation-i.e., limited access 
to subsidized inputs was tied to membership in carefully protected 
Municipal Cooperatives. But that strategy was highly supportive of the 

17 From October 1965 to September 1966, the major Iloilo City fertilizer dis
tributor had fertilizer sales totalling 247,873 pesos. During the next 12 months, that 
declined to 122,796 pesos. After September 1967, the fertilizer line was suspended . 
(Warner Barnes, Inc., Purchase Order Records, 1961-1971). During the period 1967-
1970, total value of fertilizer used in the Province doubled and total value of agri
cultural chemicals tripled. (Bureau of Customs, Port of Iloilo City, Shipping Mani
fests). 

18During the period 1969-1971, only the SPCMA outlet function accounted for 
real capital formation in the FaCoMas. Rice trading, warehousing, and expenses 
associated with facility loan interest payments consistently operated at a loss. 
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emerging dependency system in the input supply market by accelerating 
the direct reliance of rice farmers on the sugar sector for input supply. 
A potential landscape of other indigenous intermediate institutions 
serving the rice sector were not allowed to develop. 

One implication is that the sustainment problem extends beyond 
the question of how to broaden farmer involvement in expanding pro
duction to the issue of how to define the terms of participation to 
preclude excessive loss of local autonomy and local institutional in
itiatives. The ILO strategy currently being debated would appear to 
represent a recognition of this revised view of the sustainment prob
lem. There are throughout Gustav Ranis' report explicit calls for de
centralization, for emphasis on local government self-determination. 
The Samahang Nayon program is criticized as being too much an arm 
of the government.10 There is reference to self-delineated barrio blocks 
as the ultimate optimal unit.20 However, an assumption of the ILO 
analysis is that barrios are currently unrelated in any systematic matter 
other than economic exchange and common municipal membership. 

Research in Iloilo confirms that barrios can be meaningfully ar
rayed in hierarchical intervillage networks in which the ranking criteria 
!relate to central-local recognition and not simply economic ex
change;21 that such arrays can be tracked over time, and that struc
tural changes within particular barrios have important interrelation
ships with change·s in a barrio's position in its intervillage system. The 
ILO perspective does not recognize existing interorganizational rela
tionships, but rather, like the public policies it criticizes, reorganizes 
communities around a narrow economic focus, imposing high costs in 
terms of the bases of viable local institutions. 

Conclusion 

In making that argument, economic considerations are not being 
underestimated. Rather it is an argument for the complementary role 
of organizational incentives that make certain collectively facilitated 
individual behaviors more or less likely.22 This suggests that choice of 
strategies and policy instruments need to consider policies as tech
niques of control and as progenitor and precluder of institutional 
development. The importance of policies as techniques of control in 
an environment characterized by vertical relationships can be reduced 
to the question: How can policies be articulated which do not flow 
down grooves defined by existing vertical relationships? The terms of 

19 ILO, op. cit., p. 94. 
20 Ibid., pp. 68, 520-521. 
21 A Guttman Scale of Centrality was constructed for the 338 Iloilo villages for 

1955, 1960, 1967, 1970 with the following items (from "easies t" to "most difficult"): 
general inclusion (official recognition as a barrio to the municipal market center); 
particularistic recognition (temporary assignment. of an extension agent, a Presiden
tial visit); continuing recognition (a secondary school, a h ealth center). 

22 See H . S. Sandhu and D. F. Allen, "The Village Influence on Punjabi Farm 
Modernization," American Journal of Sociology, 79 (1974), pp. 967-980. 
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the current sustainment debate in the Philippines miss this question 
by assuming that policy is exogenous to the systems at which it is 
directed, that policy affects local systems rather than being affected by 
those systems. The importance of policy as progenitor and precluder 
of institutional development can be reduced to the question: Are there 
systematic patterns in the distribution of those two roles? The current 
sustainment debate misses that question by assuming local infra
structure is a response to and support for aggregated individual pro
duction decisions. 

Economic policy and infrastructure may be sufficient to facilitate 
technology adoption. But developments in Iloilo suggest that sustain
ment-the indigenous elaboration of technical change-does not rely 
on the same conditions which favor adoption. The critical collective 
capability underlying sustainment is adaption-a capability which im
plies a series of coping questions. For those questions, the focus of the 
current debate on kinds of economic policy and types of economic 
infrastructure may prove to be academic. 

As attention turns more to the so-called "fourth-world" of small 
farmers, the distinction being drawn between adoption and adaption 
should become more obvious and, with it, the need to identify strategies 
which recognize that two different problems are being addressed. The 
role of intermediate institutions in facilitating the transfer of tech
nological increments to large numbers of small farmers and in appro
priating numerous scale economies is also receiving renewed attention. 
But here too, the possibility that such institutions will have to be 
much more locally rooted for sustainment than for adoption has not 
really been entertained. 

There is considerable ongoing research which does represent an 
attempt to adapt technologies to a broader range of socio-economic 
as well as biological environments. That is one approach. What re
mains to be initiated is an analogous search for policy instruments 
which are adapted to a variety of contexts and regional feedback mech
anisms which are sensitive to the implications of changes in those 
contexts for the appropriateness of particular choices of policy in
struments over time. For the adoption and sustainment problems, the 
first steps are the recognition that there are two problems and the 
specification of the parameters which influence each. 

BRUCE KOPPEL is Research Associate with the Technology and Development In
stitute, the East-West Center, Honolulu, Hawaii. 



ECONOMIC PROBLEMS OF 
PAKISTAN UNDER BHUTTO 

W. Eric Gustafson 

THE BHurro REGIME took power in December 1971 
with a clearly articulated philosophy in many areas, but a curious, 
although perhaps explicable, absence of ideas in many others. The 
economic thinking of the Pakistan People's Party followed directly 
from the emphasis on growth and neglect of distributional questions 
during the ten years of the Ayub administration. The lightening rod 
for criticism has been Mahbubul Haq, one of the chief architects of 
economic policy under Ayub, who said in 1963, "The underdeveloped 
countries must consciously accept a philosophy of growth and shelve 
for the distant future all ideas of equitable distribution and welfare 
state."1 The PPP in its Election Manifesta2 took quite the opposite 
tack: the emphasis there is on distribution, on changing the sharing
out of the fruits of development (although really only in the most 
general of terms; specifics, aside from nationalization, hardly appear). 

In the first wave of reforms in 1972, the regime nationalized 
something approximating 20% of large-scale manufacturing industry; 
it took a small amount of land away from 2,231 large landlords, and 
is in the leisurely process of redistributing it to a number of farmers 
which will be small in relation to the need; it nationalized life in
surance and clamped stiff regulations on banks; sweetened the deal 
somewhat for already pampered urban labor; and finally, in its most 
significant reform, devalued the rupee (this particular reform was not 
anticipated in the Manifesto). A second wave of reforms in 1973 na-

1 Mahbubul Haq, The Strategy of Economic Planning: A Case Study of Pakis
tan (Karachi: Oxford University Press, 1963), p. 30. The passage just cited is quoted 
with glee by would-be radicals in Pakistan now. They were not there then, an im
portan t point, and they overlook the fact that Dr. Haq's ideas have changed con
siderably. They also overlook a sentence in the same paragraph: "The i=ediate 
problem is the creation of 'surplus value', and the best form of social security is the 
extension of productive employment opportunities for all." 

2 Election Manifesto of the Pakistan People's Party, fourth edition (Karachi : 
Printed at Vision Publications, 1972). A recent news story reports the preparation 
of a new manifesto which will "give more blows to the exploiting class," says 
Mubashir Hasan (Dawn, January 6, 1976, 1:7). 
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SUMMARY 

Two important aspects of current discussion on agricultural development strategies for 
sustained rural modernisation are the concern for articulating appropriate policy and 
administrative instruments and an increasing interest in the potential supportive role 
of intermediate institutions. The principal framework for linking policies and inter
mediate institutions has been derived from a particular understanding of what the 
sustainment problem is. This paper offers a revised perspective on the sustainment 

· problem and suggests certain implications for the linkage between policies, inter
mediate organisations and choice of agricultural development strategies. 

INTRODUCTION 

Despite the substantial technological breakthroughs in cereal seed breeding in the 
1960s, several recent approaches to agricultural policy strategy manifest an in
creased concern for the problem of sustaining agricultural change (Barker 1 ; Herdt 
& Wickham 1 3

; Johnston & Kilby 18
) . Critical components in many prescriptions 

for sustained rural transformation are the presence and operation of congenial 
public policies (Hardin 9) and supportive local institutions (Owens & Shaw26

) . 

The optimal roles of policies and institutions have been defined in terms derived 
from a broader framework in which the sustainment problem is seen as one of 
expanding farmer access to principal production inputs (Hayami 12

). The objective 
of this paper is to argue that there are difficulties with the broader view of the 
sustainment problem and its interactions with the roles of policies and institutions
difficulties which have been increased by the 'green revolution' . Some of these 
difficulties are identified and an approach that might help to conceptualise the 
sustainment problem and to articulate appropriate policies and institutions is 
outlined . 

45 
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THE PRINCIPAL ARGUMENT 

Because the principal argument is well known, it can be stated briefly. New 
technologies are a source of disequilibrium in otherwise well-adjusted economic 
production functions (Schultz29

) through two types of consequences. The first is 
substantially increased income to early adopters and the second is the demand for 
more rapid diffusion from those having difficulties in access to the new techniques. 
Reconciling the maintenance of increased economic returns from improved tech
nology utilisation with expanding access to improved technology constitutes the 
principal view of the sustainment problem (e.g. Wharton 3 3

; Fisher 7). Subsequent 
steps in the argument specify the mechanisms for achieving sustainment, that is, 
for increasing productivity: (a) by both re-equilibration by 'siphoning off the gains 
from incomes and capitalised land values for investments designed to create new 
income generating streams' (Sidhu, reference 32, p. 226) and (b) by facilitating 
broader farmer involvement in expanding production through the introduction of 
various instruments (e.g. credit, subsidised inputs) which compensate for particular 
weaknesses in the farmers' position. Both policy thrusts directly and indirectly 
amplify the demand for complementary inputs and services. The emergence and 
growth of input and service facilities-the economic infrastructure-completes the 
picture. 

PROBLEMS WITH THE PRINCIPAL ARGUMENT 

The application of the above model to the 'green revolution' revealed at least three 
difficulties in the understanding of the roles of policy and institutions tied to and 
derived from the sustainment problem. 

First, the model has not fully considered the implications of artificial rigidities in 
the flow of production factors. Tenure structure and land size distribution have 
received considerable attention as aspects of agrarian economies which can impede 
the development of a uniform interface between input supply structure and farmers 
by injecting diseconomies of scale and reinforcing unequal access (e.g . Nulty24

). 

Increasing attention has also been given to the resultant backwash effects accom
panying adjustments in the terms of trade between agricultural and non-agricultural 
sectors or expansion in export agriculture, particularly the implications of their 
failure to cover an agricultural economy with homogeneous density (e .g. Beckford 2). 

However, the problem of artificial rigidities does not refer to market distortions 
alone. Nor is the reference to the mass of patron-client studies which have isolated 
constraints on factor allocation decision-making (Scott 3 1 

) . The focus instead is on 
the systematic organisation of all the institutions within and between regions around 
a structural dependency orientation (Beckford 2 ; Johnston, reference 16, pp. 152-
77). It is within this matrix that institutions can moderate or aggravate the presumed 
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microlevel disequilibrating consequences of new technologies and both elicit and 
distort partial equilibrium compensation policies (Ryan 2 7

). 

Three implications of the existence of artificial rigidities in production factor 
flow require special attention. First, the rigidity problem makes conceptualisation 
in terms of aggregates insufficient since the problem has significant regional 
(Falcon 5) and structural (Beckford 2 ) dimensions. Second, the broader emphasis on 
the role of new technologies overlooks the significance of changes in existing 
technology utilisation. A special example of this problem in relation to artificial 
rigidities is the question of inflexibilities in patterns of resource use. In regions 
characterised by structural dependency, the distribution of inflexibility may be 
coincidental with the structure of dependency on a regional basis- not simply an 
aspect of patron-client relationships at the farm level. Third, the search for those 
producers insulated from the market has often been limited to marginal and sub
sistence farmers (e .g. Ishikawa 15

) . However, in dependent systems it may be just 
such farmers who feel the fullest weight of market participation, while those linked 
to export markets, for example, will have the benefit of market insulation through 
commodity agreements. Similarly, the significance of large and small farm units 
derives less from relative scale economies than it does from differential political 
access and the consequent attributes which shield the protected from market 
vicissitudes. 

Second, the model's conceptualisation of policy in commodity, rather than regional, 
terms precludes a full assessment of the growth implications of public policy. A 
problem emerges in distinguishing policies on a commodity basis not as a cost of 
analytical precision obtainable from concentration on the substance or effectiveness 
of particular policies, but rather as a cost of failing to incorporate the potential 
intermeshing of policies that occurs as an aspect of the structure of policy con
sumption. For example, conception of a region as an aggregate of homogeneous 
producers organised around a discontinuous hierarchy of market centres makes 
assumptions of inter-commodity and inter-sector policy independence plausible. 
Reconceptualisation of a region as a linked system of centres and villages makes the 
assumption of policy independence a research hypothesis (e .g. Harvey 11 

). 

Even on the assumption of inter-sector policy independence, the utility of inter
commodity policy assumptions is weakened by the common association of policy 
only with explicit policy. Implicit policies, the underside of many explicit policies 
and the substance of non-decision making, can exert substantial influence on the 
efficacy of explicit policies (e.g. Falcon & Gotsch 6

). For example, patterns of pro
ductivity and land utilisation associated with explicit policy in seed certification 
and distribution for basic food crops may be distorted where the market for com
plementary inputs is monopolistic in favour of export crops. The latter is a 
condition which may have been implicitly encouraged by failure to intervene in the 
input market in favour of basic food crop producers. 
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Third, the appropriate parameters for infrastructure are not economic alone, but 
rather the full range of specialised structures available, reflecting the variety of 
problems a community can comprehend. The model under discussion has maintained 
that economic infrastructure is a principal facilitating factor for assessing the 
probability of sustained agricultural change. But is the range of economic functions 
and the ability of a community to service farm households in conventional ways 
(Schultz 29

) a sufficient understanding of local infrastructure? Concentration on 
economic infrastructure alone assumes that the problem of access to, as well as 
management of, critical inputs will derive only marginal significance from political 
and social factors. In structural dependency contexts, that may be a serious error. 

Moreover, the range of capabilities is not the only critical aspect of infrastructure. 
Individual farmer decisions, particularly imputing innovative behaviours, may be 
the underside of group-level attributes and processes (Sandhu & Allen 28

). The model 
being criticised has pointed to the importance of resource mobilisation behaviours. 
One example of an available approach is the sociological concept of solidarity-the 
degree to which the inventory of structures and roles available in a community is 
organised around some common format or focus and there is a high degree of 
intercommunication between institutions. There is evidence to suggest a positive 
association between community solidarity and the likelihood of both individual 
(Koppel 21

; Young 34
) and collective (Key 1 9; Dawson & Robinson4; Lotz & 

Morss 2 2
) innovativeness. 

TOWARDS REDEFINITION OF THE SUSTAINMENT PROBLEM 

The existence and consolidation of structural dependency has implications not 
simply for the distortion of factor flow, but also for the definition of the potential 
arena for technology diffusion. Rather than disequilibrating a system, new tech
nologies can support the expansion of dependency by linking preferential access to 
selective co-optation . In this context, the sustainment problem goes beyond 
broadening farmer involvement in expanding production to extending participation 
without incurring excessive institutional loss. 

Policies may differ for reasons related to substance and administrative coherence, 
but another source of variation is the organisational matrix in which policies 
function. Assessments of the optimal role of intermediate organisations in 
facilitating technology transfer have been infused by a well documented concern 
for particular organisational functional profiles, but this needs to be supplemented 
by a concern for the degree of indigenisation in organisational operation. Indigenisa
tion is often discussed in terms of member participation and the functions and 
qualities of leadership, but what is recognised less often is the underlying significance 
of an interorganisational attribute- autonomy- for the emergence of an intra
organisational attribute- viability. 
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The point can be further developed . Degrees of indigenisation and autonomy 
assume special importance when regional hierarchies and patterns of vertical 
relationships are changing. For example, increasing autonomy in hierarchical 
systems may yield increased policy distortions by encouraging disaggregated and 
partial problem identifications (e.g. Harrison 10

). One implication for the interface 
between policy and farmer and between farmer and market is that the pressing task 
of policy may not be so much to protect small farmers from the market- a form of 
imposed autonomy-as it is to protect dependent farmers from the deleterious 
effects of market insulation cloaking others. 

A view of the sustainment problem as one of facilitating broadened participation 
without incurring excessive co-optation or institutional loss does not represent a 
denigration of the role of economic incentives and the reality of behavioural 
responses to such incentives. However, it is an argument for the complementary 
role of organisational incentives that make certain collectively induced individual 
behaviours more or less likely. From this perspective, discussions of choice of 
agricultural policy in terms of unimodal and bimodal (Johnston & Kilby 1 7 

• 
18

) 

strategies are only partially satisfactory. Policies also need to be discussed as 
techniques of control and as progenitor and precluder of patterns of institutional 
development. 

The importance of policy as a technique of control in a matrix characterised by 
vertical relationships can be reduced to the question: How can policies be articulated 
which do not flow down grooves defined by the existing hierarchy? The principal 
argument misses this question by assuming that policy is exogenous to the system 
at which it is directed . The importance of policy as progenitor and precluder of 
institutional development can be reduced to the question: Are there systematic 
patterns in the distribution of the progenitor role? For collectivities on the plus side 
of dependency systems, policies will often mean enhanced market insulation through 
a thinning of the line between regulator and regulated. For groups on the negative 
side of dependency systems, policies will often favour market participation, but 
with a preclusion of autonomous institution growth. The principal argument misses 
these possibilities by assuming local infrastructure is simply a response to, and 
support for, aggregated individual production decisions (e.g . Schutjer & Coward 30

). 

The principal argument ignores those collective dimensions which may be 
critical for the emergence and maintenance of new and complex behaviours
dimensions which are behind general coping capabilities at the community level in 
the light of the regional matrix in which communities are embedded and at the 
individual level in the light of the community matrix in which individuals are 
embedded. Economic policy and infrastructure may be sufficient to facilitate 
technology adoption and to support a degree of utilisation, but sustainment and 
elaboration, particularly for individuals and communities in dependency structures, 
requires the facilitation of adaptation. The latter is a coping question for which 
economic policy and economic infrastructure are incomplete answers. 
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RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS 

Two sets of research implications can be identified. 
(I) Public policies can be fruitfully analysed along two dimensions. The first, 

already current in the policy literature, asks: What is the degree to which policy 
'consumption' is dissectible? (Froman 8 ; Lowi 2 3

). Certain organisational incentives 
and disincentives would seem to be associated with the relative lumpiness and 
divisibility of policy delivery (Key 19

). A second dimension has received consider
ably less attention from policy analysts although it has some relationship to public 
goods theory (Olson 2 5; Davis & Whinston 3). It asks: To what extent is the 
symbolic recognition implicit in any policy exhaustible or indefinitely renewable? 
Policies which imply renewable resource consumption can be characterised by the 
predominance of inclusion processes: how to incorporate under the policy's umbrella 
all those qualified to be there. Policies which imply non-renewable resource con
sumption can be characterised by the predominance of exclusion processes : how to 
eliminate from policy coverage all those not qualified to be there. 

The intersection of these two dimensions, policy dissectibility and policy symbolic 
exhaustibility, provides the parameters for delineating explicit and implicit 
organisational incentives and disincentives present in particular policies. It directs 
attention, for example, to an assessment of the implications of applying inclusion 
strategies (the principal argument's definition of compensation policies for im
proving input access) to exclusion processes (the operation of conventional com
pensation policies in structural dependency contexts) as a first step to specifying the 
content of institutional loss compensation strategies. 

(2) The interrelationships of collective and individual methods of coping 
strategies need to be explored, particularly in two contexts. The first is where the 
collectivity has increased its relative capability to handle more complex problems 
without a commensurate increase in external recognition or delegation of re
sponsibility (Young 3 5

). The second is where there has been a decline in a collec
tivity's relative capability to treat more complex problems or an increase in external 
demands and expectations to levels that substantially exceed current capabilities 
(Hirschman 14

). Sustaining and elaborating technical change is a good example of a 
type of problem that would fit either context. In the first context it refers to various 
impediments to the generation of extra-local externalities. In the second context it 
refers to the various types of programmatic overload that characterise villages 
included in crash programmes. Examples of issue areas derived from the inter
relationship of organisational mobilisation and decline situations with individual 
coping behaviours include: examinations of choice processes and constraints and 
supports for expanding inventories of likely behaviours and identification of the 
collective factors shaping methods of operating processes as a step towards the 
articulation of incentives to deliberately expand the scope and incidence of 
innovative behaviours. 
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CONCLUSION 

The argument outlined here has proposed that the sustainment problem has 
significant dimensions beyond economic incentives; dimensions related to collective 
and individual methods of operating strategies under circumstances impinging on 
autonomous decision-making and goal setting. Increasing input unavailability has 
substantially altered the rural development picture. Exploration and utilisation of 
techniques for applying various input mixes will assume new importance and at the 
heart of those efforts will be managerial regimes not only at the farm level, where 
the prevailing view of the sustainment problem has focused, but at the regional 
level, where the view taken here has taken a complementary focus. In this context, 
a challenge for framing appropriate policies and administrative instruments will be 
understanding the critical roles of intermediate organisational structure and change 
in the development of local and regional level managerial arrangements. 
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Rev-lsion-=--abd Completion of a "Study of the· Cost of 
Agricultural. Credit Opera.tions 11 

Terms of Reference 

1. You will commence work in Washington on or about October 4, 1976 
for a period of about three months. Your task will be to complete a study 
showing the cost of agricultural credit operations. A substantial a.mount 
of work has already been done and a large amount of data colle-cted. 
A first draft of the study has been produced. You will: 

a.- thoroughly examine the draft study and decide 
upon the revisions required including a 
revision of the format; 

b. collect such additional data as is required 
to complete the study; 

c. re-write the st\ldy, completing the first draft 
not later than November 30, 1976; -- _ .. , 

d. revise the study as required after consultation 
and in accord.anc~-~~th ad,ice given.~ designated. 
Bank staff; 

e. complete the study ready for-publication by _ 
December 31, 1976. 

2. You will work under the direction of Mr. Spall who will advise you 
on the required content, and suggested format of the study. The study 
spould indicate the cost of agricultural credit operations on & global 
b·asis and should include all "indirect" costs such as cost of -extension 
services, specialized agencies ( e.g. State Groundwater Boards ), cooperative 
audit and other services provided by Cooperative Departments(if apJropriate ) 
etc. The conclusion of the study will be supported by data and will, 
if possible, compare the costs of channelling funds through different 
institutions, e.g. commercial banks, cooperative banks, rural banks, etc., 
as appropriate. 

J. The study should be concise and should be about 50 pages in length 
plus, if necessarJ, reasonable annexes containing supporting. d~ta. 
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Dr. Chintaman D. Datey 
Dha.nastra B/2 
122 llodehouse Road 
Cols.ba 
Bombay 400 005 
India 

Dear Dr. Datey: 

September 13, 1976 

I was delighted to learn on my return from leave that 
you had been able to accept our offer as a consultant to complete 
the production of a report on the Cost of Agricultural. Credit. 
I look forward to \mrking with you. 

We already have a preliminary draft whi.qh contains a 
great deal of da.tn but it needs refining. It occurred to me tha.t 
you must have a gr at deal of data on the cos~ of credit in India 
and that by using this we could, together with the information whi~h 
we have, reach some conclusions on the tI"'1e cost of providing . 
sgricul tura.1 credit, particularry to small farmers.-- - We are interest·eci~
in providing the true o· ers.1.1 cost of credit and not just the direct 
administrative costs. I know you will agree...w.i.th 111e that extension 
and supervision are vital to any cred.i t program. The point -is how _ 
much does it cost? Likewise the services provided by the Cooperative 
Departments. 

We would also be interested to know if there is any 
difference in cost by channelling funds through different types of 
institutions. Is it cheaper, for instance, to use Land Development Banks 
instead of Commercial Banks or vice versa? Is it possible to assess the 
cost of credit from non-institutional sources, e.g. money lenders, traders, 
relatives, etc. 

Having, hopefully, arrived at the cost of credit we can then 
compare it with 'nterest rates and so determine how much hidden 
subsidization occurs. Or should interest rates be raised substantially? 
If of course we can come up with any proposals for cheaper. delivery 
systerns so much the better. This is a brief outline of what I have in 
mind. I should be grateful if you would bring as much information as 
possible with you, particularly in respect of what I caJ.l 11indirect costsn, 
extens·on, cooperative costs, etc. 
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B. S. Gray C{ f: 

Land Settlement Draft Issues Paper 

General 

D/'l"l [ September 13, 1976 

1. The paper appears rather a biased document , continually 
(and unsuccessfully) trying to justify the views of the "social
welfa r e " proponents in the Bank. It appears more concerned with 
supporting these views than in provid ing genuine assistance 
to the lower levels where project .appraisal is carried out. 

2. In fact, because· of the lack of clear cut policy direct ives, 
th e paper provides little if any real assistance to an appraisal 
mission. No light is shed upon the problems with which we have grappled 
so wastefully in both the Transmigration I and NES I proj e cts. 
These are:-

the ba lance between economic efficiency and social income 
distributional goals 
cost recovery policy 
formulation of targe t incomes 
the acceptable leyel of project risk 

3. Rather than determine major Bank policy through desk studies, 
a more practical approach would be for a small team of experienced 
project staff to make field visits to a wide range of selected projects 
and then provide recommendations on settlement policy. 

Specific Points 

4. P. 23 para 9 
"Successful settlement from the Bank's viewpoint may be considered 

Bank opinion can change quite drastically over periods which are relatively 
short in relation to the length of settlement programs. It would be safer 
to also consider the elements of success considered important by those 
Governments with viab-le settlement programs. 

5. P. 24 para 12 
The conclus ion of the Nelson study "that few spheres of economic 

development have a history of, or reputation for , f ailure to match that 
of government-sponsored colonisation in the humid tropics" is much too 
general a statement. A reasonable conclusion from such a statement, 

" 

however, migh t be that settlement should be implemented by autonornous agenci.es.. 

6. P. 

as cost 
by this 

27 para 16 
The comment 

effective in 
Division. 

that 
terms 

the Malaysian settlement program is not viewed 
of poverty amelioration would not be agreed 

7. P.32 para 3 

Others will comment on the error in Jcnka I costs . 
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8. P49 para 5 
What are "adequate" rates of return? 

9, P.54 paras 11 and 12 
As usual the proponents of the low cost approach do not 

define what this means. Does it refer to costs of (a) management 
(b) infrastructure, (c) material inputs per unit area, (d) labor inputs or 
(e) size of farm. A useful analysis would examine in which of these 
cost items, there are opportunities for cost reduction. 

10. P.58 para 19-21 
A two phase approach could be difficult in a tree crop 

project or in a Bank project with a 5 year disbursement period. 

11. P68 para 37 
What is a "modest" element of subsidy? 

12. P70 para 41 
There are further difficulties of freehold tenure of small farms. 

These relate to problems of inheritance and population increase which 
may prevent . efficient farming. 

13. It is unclear whether full support is being given to public 
sector estates as a means of development with known cropping systems. 

14. P83 para 4 
Others will discuss the danger of the US$7000 figure. 

BSGray:bf 

cc: P. Melkye, M. McGarry 



Sept er 13, 1976 

• You will proceed to Turkey on September 1.3 for st of 
approximate]¥ three d • Th purpo e of this portion of your mi sion is 
to discv..-.. .. with the Oovenment the country c se t~ of grieul1;,ural 
Prices and Subsidies in Turkey. The proposal for the stuqy w tic 
to he Agricultur Minister during hi June visit,; to W&Dhillgton 
Govemm t formal a.g;ree t w s requested by letter on Jun ll, 1976, and. 
by cable on August 9, 1976, to which there h s been no NplY. You should 
explain the purpose .ind nature of th stud.Y and that the load on Oov t 
offieial.s would be min1maJ. (iil lill wit.b tli po it~ t en in th Jun ll 
letter) and the ~antag s to Turke7 0£ ving f!l{f t · a.tie dat a ~si.s 
bearing on this tter, and endeavor to obtain d cision. Should the 
decision be f avor ble, di cuss w1 th :the Gov t the t1 ming and 
orgon±zation o£ the studt. 

3. 
report. 
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Mr. Obaidullah Khan 
Hinister of Agriculture 
Ministry of Agriculture 
Dacca, Bangladesh 

Dear Ooaidullah : 

PERSONAL 

September 10, 1976 

DECLA~r.' "'""'" ,~ ·r· 

DEC 2 8 2017 
WBG ARC1 tl 

First of all I would like to thank you for all your 
kindness during nw recent visit to Dacca. It was good to see 
you again. I also vrant to bring you up to date on what transpired 
during the ACC meetings in Geneva. Generally they went well. 
Keith Griffin served very ably as Chairman a.rid the meetings were 
conducted ip a p·osi tive atmosphere. 0.1 the prime recommendatio::i 
most agencies were ma.king progress or at J ? ast saying that progress 
would soon occur (FAO expected some action at the Governing 

· · Council Session this November/J)3cember). It was further agreed 
to make a special effort to set up monitoring systems · in each 
agency. A separate workshop will soon be comrened. Wit.h. resp,3ct 
to the experimental National Task Forces on rural development, it 
was formally agreed to urge the UNDP Administrator, Mr. Morse, to 
visit personally a few countries for the purpose of. initiating such 
a dialogue with high-level government officials. 

Before leaving Dacca, I had hoped to brief Mr. Zagorin 
about the ACC Task Force and the plans for the selective country 
case studies. Unfortunately he was unable to keep our scheduled 
appointment, so perhaps you might wish to mention it to him again. 
Wnen we arrived in Cr2neva, many of us were disappointea to h~ar that 
Gordon Havord I s draft letter to all UNDP Resident Represen tativ8s 
had not yet been s ent. Apparently it was being held up at the inter
mediate levels at UHD? headquarters. On our last day, however , we 
were told that Mr. Morse was ab:m t to sign the letter. It is IT\Y 
understanding that it has no;[ finally been sent. · 

There was also some confusion regarding ESCAP's initiative 
to underta.1<e similar country case s.tudies in j _ ts region. Their 
representative assured us that this 'endeavor was fully consistent ' .- ------- . 
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ld th the recommendations of the Task Force Report of last March, 
but also indicatP.d ~CAP' s intention to proceed with their pla...,s 
without awaiting nn introductory dialoglle to be j_nitiated by UNDP 
P..esident Representatives. In fact, they have already scheduled 
a mission to Dacca later this month and claim that this already 
had been cleared by Government. I persona.Uy do not wo~--ry nbout 
this :Lni tiative unless it confuses tJ1a Govermnent. How do you see 
the relationsl11p bet-ween t.~es e ESCAP activities and the ACC Task 
Force work with raspect to Bangladesh? 

I am writing this letter to you.on a pernonal basis., but 
would like to stre::rn that some type of gov-e:rnment response through 
the Ulill? Resident .Representative might be highly desirable. In 
fact, it ·would be useful if the GDvernment could extend a personal 
invitation to Hr. Horse. All this, of course, is based on the 
assumption that the GDvern.rncmt is genuinely interested in having 
Bangladesh participate in such a special rural development effort. 

Again, it WM good to see you in Dacca. I look forward 
. to hearing .f rorn you. soon. 

r 

LEC:jo'd 

SincerGly, 

Ieif E. Christoffersen 
Assistant, Direct.or for 

Rural Development and 
Nutrition 

Agricul tu.re and Thlral 
Development Department 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

- . --·. -- ·--· ----------·--·- --· ~ - -A~,._p_~ 
WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION f /J p 
OFFICE IVlEMORANDU~/1 . 

Mr. O.T.W. Price 

Jose Andreu rJPr· 
\ 

Comments on Land Settlement Draft Issues Paper 

DATE Sept. 9, 1976 

1. The report seems to me too long, repetitive and containing 
a number of statements with which it is very difficult to disagree 
but which need to be refined for practical application. 

2. The basic issue in land settlement is the planting of 
well known tree crops with assured markets versus annual cropping 
based on very rudimentary technical knowledge of sustained production 
in the humid sub tropical and tropical areas with uncertain marketing 
arrangements,. I believe that a combination of the two should be 
pursued wherever possible and that the role of permanent tree crops 
should be emphasised inasmuch as they provide the security of cash income 
which is an essential complement to the subsistence requirements 
of settlers. 

3. Reference should be made to the need for two-way communication 
between project authorities and beneficiaries and to the accountability 
of the former to the latter. 

4. Perhaps it would be useful also to mention that the · 
introduction of new techniques should be made gradually with the full 
understanding and cooperation of all beneficiaries. This method will most 
likely increase returns above those obtained under more attractive (on paper) 
technology packages. 

5. The political aspects of settlement should not be ignored. 
If only smallholders benefit from schemes, middle size and bigger 
landowners with much political clout may oppose the schemes and slow or 
block altogether their implementation. 

6. We should keep in mind that many rural people are interested 
more in a steady income than in owning a piece of land. This is a strong 
argument for consideration of settlement based on estate development. 

7. The-statement that "The performance of Bank-assisted projects appears 
to be superior ..•.••.....• " (para 7) is unwarranted if for no other reason 
that the Bank has benefitted much from the experience of governments and other 
development insttiutions (Inter-American Development Bank) which did the pioneering 
work in the field of land settlement. 

JAndreu:bf 
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